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SURPRISE PARTY
A number of friends gave Mrs. J. 
D. Perry a pleasant surprise Monday 
evening of last week, it being her 
birthday.
Mrs. Perry was invited out for the 
afternoon and on returning homo 
found the Merry Twelve club enjoy­
ing the hospitality of the Perry home. 
Each member had taken some delici­
ous viand and one of the members 
made the large birthday cake which 
graced the table. Birthday candles 
were arranged about the cake and | 
with the decorations of green 
white was a pretty affair.
auction bridge. Good-nights were ex 
changed at a late hour, all remarking 
it was one of the prettiest parties 
they had ever attended.
the “Best Sellers’ ’in the book world.
ROTARIANS TO HAVE
BIG BIRTHDAY PARTY
The members of the Houlton Rotary 
Club are looking forward with real 
live interest to an unusual event 
which will bring the men together in 
the evening of Friday next at Elm-
of the sixteenth anniversary of the be-
NOTES FROM 
STATE CAPITAL
Of taeresl to Ik Holton 
Pwple
(Special to The TIMES)
Augusta, Feb. 16—Any person who 
figures that “Little Old Houlton” has 
uo Unger in the pie of state government 
has not taken the trouble to study the 
records! There are those who claim 
that Augusta, even in its most pros- 
pOrous office holding days never 
equaled Houlton’s record at this time.
Here is the data: Speaker of the 
House comes from Houlton, Secretary 
of the Senate comes from Houlton. 
one member of the State Highway 
Commission comes from Houlton!
Some showing!
Speaker Barnes is third Houlton 
to have held the office, the first 
that town having been Hon.
Llewellyn Powers, who presided over 
the house at the session of 1895 and 
stepped from that post to the Govern- 
erahlp. Twelve years later his young­
er hrether Don A. H. Powers of Houl- 
tou was chosen to weild the gavel 
•over the House, and now following a 
lapis of 14 years Speaker Barnes is 
wriHfiny the position. It is not deroga- 
. tory to the record of his predecessors 
to say that Speaker Charles P. Barnes 
la one of the beat presiding officers 
the House has ever had. He is that.
Since accepting the position Mr.
Barnes has had some of the most 
difficult problems to meet which have 
ever been a speakers lot. All of these 
have not come in the sessions of the 
House. The greater number have 
come in the confines of the Speaker's 
private office. They have required 
tact, good Judgment and a thorough 
understanding to handle as they 
should be. Few have known of these 
experiences, but those who did are 
eofhuatastle in praise of the way the 
Speaker handled the situations. Dur­
ing the past two sessions as a member 
of the house, being floor leader of his 
party in 1919, Mr. Barnes demonstrat­
ed to all hia qualities for leadership, 
as well as hia ability to quickly grasp 
essentials and to make a decision with 
equal promptness.
L. Bluest Thornton, secretary of 
lbe Senate, who, while he has resided 
fa Augusta for the past four years, 
while acting as assistant secretary of 
8tste, but who claims Houlton as his 
borne and will return there in the 
spring to practice law, is the first 
Houlton man to hold this office, and 
tbe second from Aroostook. The other 
Aroostook man to be secretary of the 
8enate was Hon. Joseph B. Hall of 
Proaque Isle, who was in then posi­
tion from 1857 to 1860.
Governor Baxter’s first message to 
,the legislature attracted no end of 
favorable comment. It is generally 
regarded as a very able, dignified and 
progressive State document. H i s 
views on taxation met, it seemed, 
popular approval. Not in a long time 
lias a Governor made so profound an i 
impression as be did when he called 
attention to the benefits which had
been gained to the State through th e , , ,
tu torin g  ot wild lands for taxation . there wl"  be Kivpn the story of ,he lll“ 
pnrpoael. His announcement that at! 'elopment ot the organization iron, a
a coat of 990,000 for this work the j « rou>> ot only four n,e"- in lh,‘ ,,ri,:" u'' 
assessors had brought Into the State Chlcaa°  * roul>- • "*% '' yK“ ri" aKO; a 
treasury a return of approximately! total. 0( ° TOr < f ht r
9900,000. made a great Impression, j <•»* »'»•• »  “ “  membership......a......
His water power remarks were ap­
proved, as was what he said about 
tbe Katahdin park proposition.
Speaking of this last proposition
there seems to be a general sentiment J Unitet Baptist c m< i. / m!!n.
that it will go through. Oddly enough
DUX TAKE TRIP 
TO BORDER CITY
Make a Good Record and 
Bring Back Prize for 
3 High Strings
FORETELLING THE WEATHER
Many would like to be able to fore­
tell the weather for three months. If 
very ambitious one might not he sat­
isfied with less than six months or a 
year, but in some lines the knowledge 
of conditions three months in ad­
vance would prove valuable, at least 
one man has so found it, if the ac­
count in Printer’s Ink he correct. 
This man. L. C. Steward, sales man­
ager of a New York paper house, who 
by the way is said to have been raised 
in the Kennebec valley and to have 
received his weather information
RE-DEDICATION 
OF COURT STREET 
BAPTIST CHURCH
Interesting Program is Now 
Being Carried Out
GOVERNOR'S MESSAGE
Gov. Baxter on Wednesday address­
ed the Legislature and after eulogizing 
the late Gov. Parkhurst and touch­
ing upon other things, said in part: 
The Contingent Fund is something 
about which there has been a some­
what hazy idea. Its origin, its pur­
poses, and its amounts have all been 
somewhat misunderstood. I desire 
that the facts be made known both to 
the members here and to the people of 
the State at large.
The State Auditor informs me thatThe Meduxnekeag Club members
and j who were fortunate enough or had received his eather infor atio  After seven months of strenuous, on January 1, 1921, this fund amount-
! money enough to attend the big bowl- from his forbears, has a method work on the part of the various con-j ed to $786,150.24 against which there
The occasion was a total surprise in ! ing carnival held on the St. Croix which he claims never fails, and it is tractors, the new addition to the First are now chargeable certain items es- 
every detail and much credit is due Club’s alleys at Calais, Feb. 10th, had this: Baptist church, Court street, has been | timated to amount to $140,000. This
Miss Perry for the manner in which j the time of their young lives. I “As is well known to every reader completed, and on Sunday evening i leaves a net Contingent Fund o f $646 -
she accomplished such a delightful j Eight of Presque Isle's noblest, ot a farm almanac, the vernal, or | the new vestry and adjoining rooms ; 000,000, whiih is less than 3 per cent 
treat. The evening was one long to | Hayes, Thompson, Olson, O’Donnell spring, equinox occurs on or about: were used to hold a re-dedication j of the total cash payments for the
be remembered. A delicious supper j and Wood, better known as the "Big March 21; the summer solstice June ! service. years 1919 and 1920. This fund was
was served. The cut glass and silver j Five,” with Hedrick, Hone and Doc 21; the autumn equinox September Rev. I. B. Mower, D. D. of Waterville established by law in 1915. The Con-
with a centerpiece of Jack roses were I Walker as a kind of provost guard, i 21, and the winter solstice December preached the dedicatory sermon, j tingent Fund consists: First, of lapses
beautiful. The club presented Mrs. came to Houlton on the B. & A. W ed-, 21. Now, during the ten days or two which was listened to with much ' from appropriations not used; and
Perry with a beautiful flowering | nesday to take the 2.10 C. P. on their ; weeks following these four annual j interest by the large number present. Second, of the amount by which the
plant and the evening was spent in j wild dash across the continent. j arises, if the prevailing wind is from ; preceeding the sermon a very fine! actual income exceeds the current ex-
The Dux club did not intend to go the northwest, the weather will be niusical pr0gram under the direction i pen8e8 for the year. The fund created 
until the next day, but president; cold for the ensuing three months, or Qf Prof # Peterson, was rendered, be-1 from the8e two sources is then with-
Stevens of the P. I. club wired , until the time of the next equinox or ing aggigted by Mrg Horace Hughes of I drawn by th« Governor and Council;
Mitchell asking if he wouldn’t send solstice. If the weather clears in Gardiner who fcame here eSpeciaiiy to ! Fir8t> for emergency work that arises
, T “T^ ------- * , . I a few gentlemen along from our the south, it is going to be generally help in the service( a fact that wag | after the close of the legislative ses-
In addition to the recent new books j organlzatlon ag sponsors, as the P. I. warm and dry. If it clears in the , deepJy appreciated by the pagtor and j sion; Second for the completion of
in the TIMES Lending Library, are buncb looked so much like smugglers i northeast, it is going to be unsettled memberg of the socjetv 1 work that has been started and for the
Little did the founders of the Baptist1 ° ompIetion of which the aPPropria- 
society, away back in 1843 when they t*ons made were not sufficient; Third,
WHAT THE MAINE AUTO sent Rev’ R' C' Spaulding and his 5or v^ ork authorized by the Legisla-
several copies'of Main Street, one of f or G p G-g tbat gtevens knew they I and uncertain. That is all there is
would have hard work convincing the 
U. S. and Canadian officials that they 
were self supporting and honest 
citizens.
No gentlemen were available, but 
Wilkins, White, Doc Bridgham and B 
H. Brown went instead.
The twelve arrived at St. Stephen 
Wednesday night without the know-
to it.”
croft, th e  occasion is the celebration ledge of tbe Volstead enforcement Qwne|. ()f a c.ar sbould givo this assoei-
officers and almost without anv dis-
wife here as Missionaries, dream of *Ure o^r wk*ck no definite appro- 
ASS‘N. IS DOING the importance of that step, and the priations 'vpl*e made.
Jas. B. Callnan, representing the strong and healthy growth of the R. ,s readdy 8een that where a 
Maine Automobile Association is society which resulted in the organiz- legislature niust estimate the State’s 
meeting with good success, collecting ation of the First Baptist Church on income and expenditures for a period 
dues for the association as well as March 25th, 1863. ^  or mon*b8 in advance, exact-
The first church was dedicated on 
January 21, 1867.
soliciting new members, and every
which proved to be the beginning of
ginnfng of Rotary, for it was on the i Quieitin£ incident. Some of the ex- 
23rd of February, 1905. in Chicago, | convicts in the party got an awful 
that the first mee'ing took place j ir'Sht at MeAdam Jet., when they saw
the uniformed guy who looks as 
though he was General Foch’s chief 
of staff but who is only train announc­
er. They thought he was high sheriff 
of the Dom. of Canada, and he was 
walking towards them when first
destined to play a wonderful part in 
bringing together the men of all na­
tions through the simple medium of 
acquaintanceship.
ation their support.
The new bill proposing the creation 
of a state department of motor 
vehicles was introduced in the legisla­
ture, Friday and although there may 
be some amendments and alterations, 
will doubtless have a passage.
The measure, which proposes a 
sweeping revision of the present laws
ness in those estimates cannot be 
obtained. The Governor and Council, 
occupy the position of a board of di- 
On page i of this issue we reprint rectors that have frequent meetings, 
an article prepared by Hon. C. P. while the Legislature corresponds in 
Barnes for the 50th anniversary of a measure to a stockholders’ meet- 
the society in 1913, which is most ing, held not as often as once a year, 
appropriate to this occasion. but once in two. If the stockholders
Rev. Henry C. Speed, the present have confidence in their directors 
pastor, has been an untiring worker there are advantages in having a 
and during his pastorate the church Contingent Fund, 
has grown rapidly and it is in a great Formerly there was a tendency on
town have had many reasons to know 
that the Club 18 composed of men who i the wat('h ,l0RS ° r thp U S Treasury 
are willing to assume places of lead-1 am> De»t. °< Lab° r tl>at ‘ " -m e  
ershlp and co-operation in the real; straI)Sers were swampers from the 
constructive undertakings for the good i blml’er camps on the Tobique. and 
ot the community. But a great many j «** statement was never questioned, 
who may regard the Rotary organize ! The elite of the Houlton squad left 
tlon very highly, judging only from j Houlton at 5.311 Thursday morning to
the nature of its activities, are not at
. relative to motor vehicles, is the re-
During the period of the existence I 8een- rhe ( ala18 boys met them at gult of a oarefui study by the legis- mpasure through his efforts that this the part of heads of departments to
of the Houlton Club the people of this ( the train and got them 1,y the ° ,flcers ]ative committee of the Maine Auto- npw chur('h home was made possible, expend whatever appropriations were
r"r Q on o n at tke ( a,ais end of tbe bridge, telling mobde association and aims to cor- The preliminary work on the re- made for them, with the result that
rect many inconsistencies in the pres- pairs was begun in June 1920, but uppiopi iations often were exhausted, 
ent laws, to centralize the authority active work did not start until August and unpaid balances were carried to
and responsibility and to amend laws when the building being Qiised 10 *be next administration. Today the
now out of date. feet, a concrete foundation was plac- department head realizes that if the
The present laws are entirely in- ed under the entire building, giving funds of his department become ex-
adequate in many respects to present ample room for the needs of the hausted he may then apply to the
conditions, as, like Topsv, they have society. Governor and Council and state the
just growed. One chief difficulty has The plans for the remodeling of the reason3 wky ke needs relief. There 
been that too many departments of building were furnished by E. J. Bolen a*80 was a tendency in former times
the state have bad a part of responsi- who was here during the erection of o^r beads of departments to make
bility for the enforcement of the the Ma sonic Temple, and the complet-■ 8ure of having an appropriation large 
motor traffic laws and regulations, ed results of his planing gives the enou8h for all contingencies. A
The responsibility has been divided society the desired room for the Properly administered contingent,
between the Department of State, the growing social work of the church. fund checks the demands for exces-
Department of Justice, the State on Monday evening open house s’ ve ^ePartmental appropriations.
*..................  the
costs of
laws and regulations have failed ot the new quarters. A committee con- iaDor- material ana supplies, have
enforcement and that there have sjsting of Mrs. Alex Camming, Mrs. been difficult ones, but in these re-
been many loopholes by which offend- prank Rhoda. Mrs. S. A. Fairbanks, 
ers might escape penalities.
The present proposition is to make 
the laws perfectly clear and covering 
all contingencies and to place the au­
thority for their enforcement with a 
special department of motor vehk les.
It is also aimed to competently deal north side of the basement, adjoining appropriated, the total being
all acquainted with the history of the 
organization as world movement and 
they know but little concerning the 
creed which appears to be just the 
kind of a bond to hold together a 
bunch of live wires such as have taken 
such an active interest in things here
catch the 7.24 at Debec. Four of the. 
party hired an equipage of the sort we 
used to call “ ten cent teams,” but 
which we now designate as $1.50 
conveyances.” The other two rode in 
Rollie Hovev’s cutter, which craft 
proved the more sea worthy of the 
two. The barouche hearing the
since the organization of the loca l, ^uar e^^ e ’ Lunt. Mitchell and jj jgbway commission and the Public was in order and friends of the church ^ should be recognized that
Club in 1920. iMUlerton struck a snag soon utter Utiljtios with the result that often the were given an opportunity to visit pa8t fo»n* years, with rjging CQ!
t____ .1 ... ____ leaving the harbor and both whittle , .......................... . .. , " eu Mven ,U1 oPP°riunii> 10In order that everybody may know lt'av,n  ^
just what a Rotary Club is, what its trees broke.
teachings are, why is has such a small 
restricted membership, why the wives 
of its members are such enthusiastic 
supporters of its activities, the club 
men have decided to devote one entire 
meeting to a discussion and consider­
ation of the several phases of the 
club’s organization, ideals, activities 
and growth. Not only will the local 
phases of the subject be discussed, but
Then we saw A1 Astle 
was taken along. By the way, wo 
might add that it was pitiful the way 
poor Mrs. A. took on when she found 
A1 was going in the same' boat as 
Fullerton and Mitchell. When she 
found out who else was in the crowd, 
however, she felt all right.
After rectifying the whiffle-tree, all 
wont well until we wore within sight 
of Debec when Fullerton thoughtless­
ly moved his suit case, containing his 
howling shot's, to one side of tin* 
barouche. This violent change in the
labor, aterial and 
been difficult ones, 
spects the outlook for the future is 
Mrs. John Graham and Mrs. Fred ‘ somewhat more encouraging. During 
Shean being on hand to receive the tke years and 1920, $1,517,927.82 
visitors and show them around. was spent by th© Governor and Council
The additional room made available r^om State contingent .fund and 
bv the re-modeling of the building $360,859.11 was spent by them from 
consists of a vestrv 40x60 feet on the “ mone>'8 in thp Treasury not other-
MILITARY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday, Feb. 13, was observed 
Men’s Sunday by tie
as
Military street
this seems to be one bit of legislature 
'which is being lobbied against. This 
work, too, is being done by only one 
company and its effectiveness, at 
present, is doubtful.
W. 8. Lewin of Houlton was here 
last week for a couple of days in the 
Interests of the Eastern railroad pro­
ject. This is the plan of building a 
railroad from Houlton to some point 
on the eastern division of the Maine 
Central, possibly Danfortb, if not to 
build into Bangor. A charter for this , 
read waa granted some years ago by 
the legislature, but no definite steps 
toward building have ever been taken.; 
Tike charter has been renewed from 
session to session and that is what j 
the present legislature is asked to d o .;
ing service the men of tin* Knox class 
formed the choir and gave some fine 
music. The pastor. Rev. F. (\ Hart­
ley. spoke from the text found in 
Luke 2-52 and brought it some very 
fine and helpful thoughts about, tin* 
boyhood of Jesus Christ.
At the Bible School the men taught 
all the classes and at its close Rev. 
Dr. I. B. Moower of Waterville, Sect. 
United Baptist Denomination in Maim* 
gave a fine talk to the school.
The evening service was conducted 
under the auspices of the Knox 
class, they furnishing the music, as­
sisted by Mr. I*. S. Berrie. leader and 
Mrs. Leland Jones as organist.
The class secured as speakers for 
the evening, Mr W. J. Thompson of 
So. China, Master of the Maine State 
Grange and Attorney General R. W. 
Shaw. Both men gave fine addresses 
Mr. Shaw’s topic being “Will You Sell ; 
Your Chance.” The services through-
( t ' l l U ' l - O f  g ! avity cause d an u p SO t and
a hrnk en runner. The t w o VO ut hs in
the cut ter d ashed on to Deh. *0 in time
to flag t h e t rain. Wo told the < Oil
<1 n e t  o r t hat a himu h o f  s< >h« -r- f r o m
l icccssi ty Hoillton high roller S WOr e  on
the ro; id at id ha <1 so m o At m - r i e a n
c i g a r s on I.1oard.
'i oil know 11. o a \ o r,.i ai- ( mi;o 1 ia n
would < HIM II lit pel;x lu i iiiy fo r ; i 1 ( ' .  M.
or I>l;ri-kstn no I'll" t ruin u aI s h e l d
until 11le <|l|;i i t o f  t *■ 1 1 O v *• into 1" n t a ml
got I' l l boa rd.
\\'» wore joined at M(■Ada tn b\. t h e
St. Jo! 111 toH i l l  f l 'inn BlaolT s a H o y s
who w<'re a Iso "ii !*• Hit <' fol­ ( t l a i s .
Pa L tint (^ooniei 1 to hio t i n ' fa vorit e
while w o  w i ■ro j o i! rney i ng it1 ( ';i ii a d a
as his unpl in k oil l loi i  V i -r < ,i P inad"
people thin] < l i e w a s  t h o  nia >ill o f
.Mont re; il.
Wheni we got to St. St op-lie n w e *
NEW LAW FIRM
Walter A. Cowan, a former Winter- 
port attorney, and for two years Waldo ! out the day were well attended and ; the “ riter  ^walked 
comity attorney, has entered into I reflect much credit on the men of the 
partnership with Hansford W. Shaw I church, 
bf this town, attorney general of
were met at tin* depot by the Calais 
hoys with all binds of  autos,  I’a ckan ls  
and Buieks,  Fords and Liberty Brush­
es. They told us to take our cho ice 
and ride in whatever  ones we felt tin* 
most  at home.
The St. John hunch filled tin1 
Packard. Biil, Doc and A1 ( limbed into 
the Buick and Ford; Hovey settled 
himself into the Liberty Brush as one 
“to the manner horn,” while Lunt and
with tlie operat ion o f  heavy trucks,  
al lowing the use* of  such traffic under 
reasonable  condi t i ons and where un­
due damage  will not be imposed upon 
tin* highways.
A change  is proposed in the ad jus t ­
ment of  tin* registration fees of  motor  
vehic les  for passengers ,  the charge  to 
he 25 cents per horse power  and 25 
cents per hundred pounds of  vehicle 
toad, the sum of  the adult senting c a ­
pacity to be multiplied by 1 atl 
pounds.
Tlie ivmi la I i< >n of the speed ot' com- 
inert ial \ ehjc)es is to h*' graduated 
a<< nrdi>u’ In the weiuht of  the load.
The rnl 'oreement details are drastic  
as tiie. -h<iu 1 <I he. The commiss ioner  
is ui\ <■;i p<oV"r to refuse,  suspend or 
revoke l icenses for cause,  al though an 
appeal is al lowed to the Supreme  or 
Superior  courts.  Magistrates arc  
given authori ty to suspend an op er a ­
tor
and forward the record to the c o m ­
missioner wlio may take further ac 
t i on .
Tin'  lull is one to be general ly c o m ­
mended and its enactment  will have 
tip'  result o f  a better  control  o f  tlit' 
h ighways  anil speedi ly results in a re­
duction o f  the number o f  violations.
this room and connected by large fold­
ing doors are three class rooms, the 
Junior room 30x30 ft., the Primary 
room 23x23 ft., the Beginners room 
21x21 ft., all of which, if occasion 
requires, can be combined with the 
vestry in one large1 room.
Besides the above mentioned rooms 
there is a large Chapel on the west 
side of the building approximately 30 
feet squari', at the east end of the 
basement is located the kitchen, 
which is equipped with roomy linen 
closets and china closets, a large 
porcelain sink fitted with hot and cold 
water, in fact it is a modern kitchen, 
the delight of every woman member 
of th" society.
The basement is supplied with 
sanitary toilet rooms,  an up-to-date 
heating plant, r oomy  corr io rs  with 
entrance  of  easv access.
$1,878,786.93. This was made possi­
ble because the actual income re­
ceived by the State during those 
years was greater than the estimated 
income and tke appropriations for 
those years were based on the lower 
figures of estimated income. Had 
this not been so. the special sessions 
that were held would have been 
called upon to provide additional in­
come to meet the State's expendi­
tures. The hooks of the State Audi­
tor are at all times open to you. 
There is no mystery about them and 
each and every transaction for the 
years that have passed is subject to 
your inspection. The future of this 
fund lies in your hands.
H ighw ays
.Maine s road problem can he appre­
ciated when it is realized that Maine 
covers an area as large as that of the
^8111”  SEWALL TO VISIT
ROOSEVELT SCHOOL
Maine. Mr. Cowan was born in 
Palmyra, was educated at Maine Cen­
tral Inatitnte, Bates College, Univer­
sity of Maine, and the Maine College 
of Law. He began practice of law in 
Winterport soon after his admission 
to the bar, remaining there until last 
Job*  when he removed to Halloweli'.
Mr. Cowan Is a republican and was 
a candidate last fall for the office of 
attorney general. He served two 
m q  In the legislature as representa­
tive. Mr. Cowan has already begun 
hia work In Houlton.
CAPTURES A BOBCAT
Lawrence G. Ludwig heard a com­
motion in his barn early Monday 
morning and when he appeared he 
found his dog had a bobcat cornered 
and he succeeded in catching it and 
now has it alive.
The dog, an Irish Terrier, although 
smaller than the cat came out of the 
fracas with many scratches, but he 
had more courage than judgement. It 
Is thought that the cat was looking 
for a square meal and evidently run 
up against the wrong bill of fare.
Upon arriving at the club alleys old-time guide and life-long friend of 
after dinner we found there all those 
who had preceeded us the day before,
President Roosevelt, has accepted an
sober enough for all practical pur- invltat“ >" of Principal Whitman of
poses, although Ed, B. H. and Hayes Roosevelt School tor Boys at
were overhe. .d to say, “Those Calais ; Englewood, N. J., to spend several
boys certainly do treat us fine, and j weeks there, returning a visit of Mr.
they seem to know right where to find whitman to the sewall camps.
Mr. Sewall will figure for a time onit ! ! !White, Bridgham and AntoneOleson 
were drinking a lot of water, but you 
can’t always tell by that. Too much 
salt fish acts the same way.
Our first game of the day was 
against Calais and I see all the sport-
(Continued on page 4)
All nf the rooms are finished in other five New England states, with a 
lii niisc lor a period ot ton days, ]lani pin*., natural finish, hard wood population of 768,014, where they have
floors, wiiils tinted, well lighted, well 6.632,895; and that Maine has a total 
ventilated and are suited to the needs of 25.529 miles of road, while the 
of this growing society. other five New England states have
In addition to the basement rooms, hut 63,181. From this it is seen that 
there has been Imilt a chair room at Maine has above 10% of New Eng- 
tlie northeast corner of the building, land’s population and about 29% of its 
The study and the baptismal and roads. The question of good roads 
robing room have been rebuilt, and must therefore always remain an im- 
the new addition, together with the i portant and a difficult one. The fact 
large rooms on the first and second that such a widespread interest exists 
floors which will he used as class in the highway question is encourag- 
rooms, will he adequate for some time ! ing, for discussion is educational and
William Wingate Sewall of Island to come for the social work of the ultimately a solution of the problem
Falls, better known as “ Bill” Sewall, church. will be found.
The building committee of which T. , At present there is an undercurrent 
( ’ . S. Berry is chairman, consists of j of opinion that a disproportionate
Alexander dimming. L. A. Shaw, Hon. amount of the money available is be-
( ’ . P. Barnes, C. E. Dunn. F. P. Berry, | ing spent on roads of costly construc-
K. S. Jackins, has done valiant work ! ---------
during the months of strenuous plan­
ning. all of the work was done by 
local contractors and done in a work­
manship manner
G. W. VanTasssel, concrete work.
Geo. McNair, contracting carpenter.
S. A. Fairbanks, heating and plumb-
(Continued on page four)
the faculty of the school, informally. 
He will give talks to the boys on
personal recollections of Col. Roose­
velt, and more particularly on wood­
craft, how to hunt, camp, follow 
trails, and what to do in emergencies.
ing.
Wm. Patten, mason work and plast­
ering.
Fred M. Russell, painting
decorating.
Alex Cumming and Houlton Water 
Co., electrical lighting.
The total cost of the repairs were 
approximately $14,000. Over $8,000 
was pledged before the work warf 
started and later subscriptions have 
been coming in, and it is hoped that 
within a short time that funds will be 
and | forth coming to cover tbe entire 
■ eypenses of the new church home.
<
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just now than all her wrigglings to with them during the war showed that effectively that she always kept ahead of th I h t I — -_____________ -
escape payment of her debt computed they possessed the same spirit of ag- of other countries in new m'ethods !  a ° rat<Dry* An time Eng- solved in both countries but th* M
• • ’ iana the world in textiles, and ’ re*upon d scale as nearly commensurate 
with the damage she wrought as con­
ditions make possible.
Entered at the Post Office at Houiton 
tor circulation at second-class 
postal rates.
All Subscriptions are D I8CONTIN  
UED at expiration
W H ICH  A P PEA LS  TO YOU ?
When you open yonr month what 
kind of a noise do you make?
Every time you speak a good word 
for this town* you speak two for your­
self, for the home booster is always 
respected by home lovers.
' It’s an easy thing to make a nasty 
remark about your home town or your 
local organizations, but it is difficult 
to stop that remark from traveling 
after it has once been uttered.
The monkey in the jungle swings 
from limb to limb and from tree to 
tree at remarkable speed, but the 
« monkey is a snail compared to the 
caustic comments of a chronic pessi­
mist.
The monkey does not berate either 
the limbs or*the trees, for they are 
his home—they mean safety and com­
fort to him.
The pessimist, however, is not as 
considerate.
His happiest moments are when he 
Is slamming his home town.
Nothing is right.
None of its numerous citizens pos­
sess the ability to perform civic 
duties in the proper manner. ,
Other people are unable to see the i °f employers would be a menace not 
glaring defects that are«so plain to ? only to the orderly readjustment of 
him, | existing conditions, but also to sound
He lives in darkness and radiates business progress in the long run.” 
gloom. I Pretty plain when a man of that
He la simply a pessimist, and the i environment sees it so clearly. We 
work of the pessimist is too often | h°Pe his vision of business prospects 
destructive.
But why be a pessimist? Why not 
be an optimist instead?
Pessimism is worse than rheuma­
tism. The one puts a few joints out 
of proper working order, but the other 
is a drag on the mind, the body and 
the soul.
Station yourself on a street corner 
and watch the people go by for an 
hour. Ninety-nine out of a hundred 
will be happy and cheerful, and con -, 
tented, and will give you a cheerful ; section ot the business fabric has 
greeting. They are optimists un-1 been more subject to disturbance and 
awares. The rays of the noonday sun I miscalculation than the securities 
are not brighter or warmer than the i markets and none has shown greater 
smiles upon their lips or the humanity j capacity for readjustment. This from 
in their hearts. such a souree is indeed encouraging.
The hundredth man may be dif- This bankers recognition of the 
ferent. He may be the odd sheep in Poetical value of fair play is borne 
the flock, the cloud that dims the out b*v evidence from many sources, 
brightness of the community light. 1 Thinking men everywhere have been
F A IR  P L A Y  A N D  B E T T E R  T IM E S
It’s idle waste of time to expect too 
much of our fellows but just now 
those of us who have faith in the fu­
ture feel the need of a little faith in 
the intelligence, in the far-seeing 
selfishness—if nothing better—of the 
employers of labor. We know what 
labor did when it had the whip-hand, 
it permitted the radicals and the 
Brindells to dictate the terms. Now 
signs of the times indicate that more 
of control is passing to the hands of 
the employers. How will they use it? 
To revenge themselves, for some of 
them have good reason to be sore? 
Will they exact every partiele within 
grasp? Will they say in effect to 
their employes: ‘‘You are nothing 
more than a part of the equipment?” 
As with human beings in every sta­
tion employers will not all have the 
same attitude, but how large will be 
the percentage of those who will take 
broad, humanitarian view of the 
question themselves and do their ut­
most to urge like procedure on their 
associates?
President Alexander of the Nation­
al Bank of Commerce had this to say, 
speaking Friday evening at a dinner 
of the “wicked” bankers in New 
York:
Employers must play fair and not 
attempt to lower wages unduly or to 
enforce greater curtailment than cir­
cumstances warrant. They must rec­
ognize that, in any country worth liv­
ing in, the standard of living tends 
ever upward. Wage earners in the 
United States are entitled to the op­
portunity to receive more than mere­
ly the means for a bare and joyless 
existence in return for real work well 
done. Any other attitude on the part
„  ------- - proceeded 10 so wicn cne cellulose industry. Eng-
ind it possible to pay these nitrogen from the air, and so sue- lishmen and Frenchmen invented four 
charges. Of course Ger- <*esst*ul were they that a competent processes for making fabrics from
nake the payments! “No- Writer recently has said that Ger- cellulose, but German;* ieveloped the
possible to him who w ill!” majly now has so many nitrogen prod- new field. Before the war the enter-
ucts of home manufacture that she prise was yielding six millions a year
could sell them in America at about and the largest producer of cellulose 
half what the farmer has to pay for was paying annual dividends of 34
is equally clear, as he thinks he sees 
better conditions ahead. There are, 
he says, “a number of great business 
forces clearly at work building a 
sound business structure for 1921.” 
He sees that normal activity must 
come from within, that buying must 
not be waited for without effort but 
must be stimulated, that conscienti­
ous labor is better served by a more 
normally balanced relation between 
labor and demand. He finds that no
gressive antagonism which prompted 
their rulers.
The indebtedness has finally been 
fixed at $56,000,000,000* together with 
12 per cent of the export tax, pay­
ments to cover a period of 42 years. 
To some this appears actually impos­
sible of payment by Germany. The 
assertion does not arouse any great 
sympathy among American people.
; Germany engaged in a war with the 
intent of destroying all competition 
among possible rival nations. Ger­
man troops engaged in destruction 
: deliberately. She should be expected 
to pay for the damage she has caused. 
Such is the logic of the American who 
gives the matter any thought.
To Americans there comes very 
little thought as to whether Germany 
is going to find it possible to pay these 
reparation 
| many can make 
thing is impossible 
Germany has been playing the bahv 
act ever since the armistice. She has 
been attempting a eollossal deception, 
to make her indemnities less costly to 
her. Her people are still proudly 
boasting that, her armies have not 
been defei ted.
It is such things as these that the 
average reader is thinking about. 
And his conclusion is that, if the Ger­
man people do not yet realize that 
their armies wore defeated, it is 
time those people felt the real sting 
of defeat and its pinch and pressure. 
There are still not a few Americans 
who would delight to see the Germans 
become hewers of wood and drawers 
of water for the rest of the world. We 
do not attempt to excuse such senti­
ments. We are aware that there are 
many in America who sympathize 
with the French in the idea that the 
Germans shall not emerge from the 
slavery of debt until they have paid 
the uttermost farthing, and we are 
inclined to restrain that spirit only 
so far as may appear absolutely neces­
sary to enable them to meet their
obligations resulting from the war.#It cannot bo expected, indeed, that 
a nation that has precipitated the 
greatest war in the history of the 
world shall escape without penalties. 
Germany had her holiday. Tilings 
did not turn out for her as favorably 
as she had expected. And “all men 
must pay the tiddler when the dance 
is at an end.”
G E R M A N Y ’S  W A Y — A N D  O T H E R S
ft used to ho said that the British 
ruled the sea and the French the land, 
so that the Germans had nothing left 
hut the air. Apparently, Germany 
took that jibe seriously. She encour­
aged in all possible ways her men of 
science and ('specially her research 
workers in chemistry, supplied her 
universities with elaborate equip­
ment for laboratory investigations, 
and applied the results of their pa­
tient labor to practical industry so
c
and products. needed dyes more than all other lands.
For example: War explosives are A German chemist thereupon closed 
made from nitric acid which comes his laboratory in London and took 
from nitrates. Only in one place in the new industry home to Germany, 
the world are nitrates found abun- smells and all. The marvel of the 
dantly, on the slopes of the Andes in German dyes business was the result. 
Chili. Germany was .the biggest buy- Also: The same 
er of Chilian nitrates in 1913 
the war started, England 
many were like two duellists buying
Eng- North
land had to keep the nitrate 
going, and. therefore, fought two naval Wh 
actions in southern seas.
suits have not been made industrially
useful. Rubber can be made, but not
made to pay. The trouble is to find a
cheap enough material to start with.
At the chemistry congress in 1912 in
New York Prof. Perkin proudly told
of his new way of making rubber from
potatoes, and a German promptly
replied by showing two automobile
tires made of synthetic rubber on
| which he had motored 1000 miles.
.........  ........... to flnd a real fo8terins The story proves, at least, that otherships home in the country of the Kaiser. I ,  are as competent ag Gennan
naval W hen the war came, Germany w as! .
Germany.
English genius 
When started the coal-tar perfume business, 
and Ger- He made eumarin in 1868, only to see
ying that promising project fly across the 
their powder at the same shop, - t  —  * " ’
ships home i
sea
as
sending quantities of synthetic per- 
beaten, had kept the route closed for fumes abroad every year, and France 
seven weeks, however. But was Ger- was mixing some of them, putting 
many beaten? Her scientists said No! them into pretty containers with 
and they undertook to make Germany French names, and selling them 
independent of the outside world for Americans at fancy prices, 
a nitrate supply. They to S th th
to
Chilian saltpetre.
Again: Years ago a young Eng­
lishman, William Henry Perkin, while 
looking for quinine, blundered on a 
new thing—the aniline dye. In 1856 
he found mauve, the first of the great 
series. The British government gave 
him the right to put “Sir” before his 
name, but granted no help for the de­
velopment of what looked like a new 
industry. In 1874 he gave up trying 
to make dyes, saying that Oxford and 
Cambridge took no interest in educat­
ing chemists for research. The uni­
versities clung to Latin and Greek, 
and the students didn't like the smells
i  l 
per cent.
Then England and Germany ran 
almost a neck-and-neek race for the 
production of synthetic rubber. Prof. 
Perkin, son of the discoverer of the 
dyes, led the English forces. This 
time England was alive to the possi-
brains, in spite of the record of Ger­
man success in the application of 
science to industry.
Then, too, before the war about 
half the world’s supply of tungsten 
ore came from Burmah. England 
had owned Burmah for a century.
The whole story contains many 
other counts. For instance, a French 
chemist found the process of hard­
ening fats by hydrogenation, but the 
Germans showed the world how to 
use the method profitably. The war 
disclosed Germany’s ignorance of 
many important things. But we well 
may profit by the story hinted at 
above. What chemistry did for Ger­
many it can do for the United States 
or any other advanced nation in
increasing and supplementing natu­
ral resources and in establishing a 
bilities involved. The problem was nation’s economic independence.
BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R
T I M E  T A B L E  
Corrected to Jan. 12, 1921
T r a i n s  D a i l y  E xce p t  S u n d a y  
F r o m  H O U L T O N
He is a pessimist, and he knows it. 
His soul Is shrouded in gloom from 
which he never seems to escape. He 
Is a bore even to himself.
The pessimist is never happy—the 
optimist is seldom sad.
It is possible to be either, but never 
both.
Which appeals to you?
FRANCE, 1871; GERM ANY, 1921
Fifty years ago France astounded 
Germany and surprised the world by 
the ease with which she discharged 
the war indemnity assessed upon her 
by Germany. When the vast sum, 
as it then was called, had been paid 
to the last sou, and not until then, did 
the German troops finally retire from 
the soil of France. Germany refused 
to permit any argument as to the 
amiount to be collected. When France 
paid with unlooked-for ease the Ger­
mans bitterly regretted their 
“ moderation.”
Today Germany strenuously 
jectfl to the imposition of an 
demnlty of about twenty billions. 
Comparatively, that amount is not 
so large as it seems. A writer in 
the New York Tribune sees it cut in 
half by the depression of gold in the 
last half century. He halves the total 
again by showing that Germany with 
a population twice that of 1871 is 
asked to pay per capita half what 
the same amount would have exacted 
from each of her people fifty years 
ago. And he argues that the wealth 
of each individual in Germany is four 
times what each Frenchman possessed 
in 1871.
These considerations tend to show 
that France does not ask from Ger­
many SO much more than Germany 
extorted from France. It is well 
understood, of course, that Germany 
did not compel France to make repa­
ration for damages inflicted, for the 
armies of France never reached the 
soil of Germany. The indemnity of 
1871 was entirely for the costs of 
■war. France today, on the other 
hand, Is far poorer than she was in 
1914. The war cost France alone 
twice what the allies now ask Ger­
many to pay. All northern France 
was enormously damaged. To pay 
for the defence of her soil French 
taxes for years must be higher than 
any Germany has yet imposed upon 
her citizens. Germany lost land, re­
sources and men in the war. But 
she, has no demolished cities to re­
build, no wrecked coal mines to re­
pair, no smashed industries to restore. 
Her public debt is much larger, but it 
Is a domestic debt, and the treaty , 
makes the war indemnity a prior! 
ctalifl. Germany must be kept alive ' 
and, helped to live, but a little more 
o f  t)te Indomitable spirit that France 
flashed upon the world in 1871 would 
jto tar more for the German cause
; impressed by the great need of arriv- 
1 ing at what shall be fair alike to cap- 
! ital and labor, a scientific wage some 
call it. No partnership may long In* 
successful with unjust relations be­
tween the partners and labor and 
capital are partners.
This country has again had a les­
son of the truth that wages may he 
too high as well as too low. In effect 
too high a wage hits labor harder 
than too low a wage, sometimes. As 
one says: "labor pays it own wage. 
Wages must be paid out of produc­
tion” and we know that China pays 
the lowest wage. This country has 
paid the highest, and produces the 
most per man with its labor, where­
as China ought to be the paradise of 
those who advocate a small output.
G E R M A N Y ’S  R E P A R A T I O N S
It is an immense- sum that Germany 
is called upon to pay iu reparation 
own for having caused the great disaster 
which devasted Europe, mim'd cities 
ob- and towns, destroyed homes and laid 
in- waste many square miles of territory 
which was formerly fruitful f a n e s  and 
gardens. It would not l,-> ent irel;. i m e  
to say that this misfortune has fa l l e ■, 
upon Germany because the people fal­
lowed the war-madness of their haul­
ers. Apparently the people were no 
less war-mad than were the former 
emperor and tin1 officers of  his armies.  
Their treatment of prisoners of war 
and of others who came  in contact
osy 
eek
for Girl and Boy
Keep the children in 
1 health. It is the 
gi cutest blessing that 
can emne to them. .Most 
of their ailments start 
with irregularities of 
the stomach and bowels.
Overeating or eating im­
proper food,  also failure 
to establish the vitally 
important habit of a 
daily movement of the 
bowels, are causes of 
much serious illness dur­
ing tin' growing years.
Frequently worms in the 
stomach or intestines are 
indicated by a feverish 
condition, restless nights, 
nervousness, biting the 
nails, choking, pains, and 
nausea. The safe, sure 
remedy is “  L. I V ’ At­
wood's Medicine, used 
by Maim* mothers for 
more limn a half cen­
tury. Buy it now and ____
have it ready for family illnesses. JO 
cents at your dealers. Satisfaction 
assured. ‘  ‘ L. F. ”  Medicine Co., 
Portland, .Maine.
8.40 a. . m. -For Fort. Fairfield. Caribou,
Lime■stone and Van Buren
FIJ a. in. -For Hangor, Portland ami
Huston.
11 ::>> a. in. For Ashland. Foil Kent, St
Franc is, also Washburn. Fro .
<pie Lhe. Van Huron via Si|ii.i
Fan and MapJefon.
1.02 p. m.-- F o r  Ft. Fairfield and Caribou
Lime.1done.
1.42 p. m. —For Greenville, Bangor. Fort-
land and Boston.
6.26 p. m. —F o r Bangor, Portland and
Boston Buffet Sleeping Car
Cariho>u to Boston
8.03 p - m.-—For 1*’t. Fairfield. Van Buren
Due H O U L T O N
8 31 a. m. --From Boston. Portland. Ban-
gor. Buffet Sleeping Boston
to ( \uribmi.
9 o;i ;i. in. -From Van Buren. Caribou
and I'"ort Fairfield.
12.54 p. m. From Boston, Portland. Ban-
K"r aiud Greenv i l le .
137 p. m.- From Tamest one. Caribou and
Fort Fairfield.
:: in !'• Ml. Fro mi St. Frances, Kt. Kent,
ilso Van Buren, Washburn.
I’resqitie Isle, via Squa Pan.
6 21 1' m. - From \ an Huron, Limestone.
Cariix "i. Fort Fairfield.
7 1 in. —From Boston. Portland and
Hang-ii r.
ri nte ta hies giving complete information
NTi.v 1ie ah rained ;it ticket offices.
( ; k o . M. HOFGITTOX, y
n-ni-r; i l Fa.S>v  ngcr Agent. Bangor, Maine
IF There’s Any Q uestion
whether coffee causes 
sleepless nights follow­
ed by drow sy days—
change to
InstantPostom
This table drink, is pure 
and wholesome.has a flavor 
that pleases, and is made 
in sta n tly  in th e  cup.
Itou can make Instant 
Postum strong or m ild to 
suit individual taste, there 
is no w aste, and whether 
you need one cup or ten - 
its  a lw a y s rea d y .
There s a Reason' fo r Ibstum
Made hy Postum Cereal Company, Inc.
Battle Creek., M ich ig a n ,
Series 21 Biff Six
D
0
S
£
HEKE is a big, roomy seven passenger 60-horse­power car of 126-inch wheel base, yet light in weight and so perfectly balanced that its economy 
is remarkable.
The Big Six is the most popular seven- 
passenger car on the market, and the greatest 
value among cars of like carrying capacity.
This is one of the nine models which comprise 
fhe complete line of Series 21 Studebaker Cars— 
every one of which is a leader in its class.
And Youll Beg Too
once you taste to know how 
good, how wholesome, how 
totally cLTerent is
Jones; Picnic
Soda Biscuit%
The Cracker that SatigfieM.
A  most desirable food— with meals or between : for the little 
ones or little ones grown u p : befo e or after work or p lay: 
ALL ways, Anytime.
Frankly you will never be with­
out a supply once anybody in your 
home gets acquainted.
You will find JONES’
PILOT BREAD totally 
different, too.
Buy of your neighborhood dealer.
Manufactured by
F. L. Jones Co., Bangor, Me.
Cracker fBak*r* f 00 years.
Light-Six Tou r ing  Car 
Light Six Landuu-Komlst or 
Light-Six Sudan 
Special-Six Touring  Car 
Special  Six T w o  Lass. LoadsF 
Special-Six Four Pass. Loads!-  
;;.I-Six Coupe 
ial-Si Si -dan
S pi
S  n *  
i t i ~
F, () I». I Ion 11 on
S t u d . ' h a  k o r  F a  r s  a  t v  o « | H  i p
( 'ord Tires
$1630
1850
2350
1995
1 995 
1995
2900
3000
2 15"
d  w i t h
Hand & H arn n gton
69 Main Street
Dealers supplied these most popular 
crackers by wholesale grocers at 
Presque Isle, Bangor or Portland, Me.
F. L . JONES CO.
PIC-MC
SODA BRIM)
MANPMCTtR/ P AT
71-73 PICKERING SQUARE
UANGOFt, MAINE
iis'Viss
THIS is the package to buy.
T h i s  i s  a S t u d e b a k e r  Y e a r
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EXHAUSTED AND STARVING, 
SAYS FUR POST CLERK
Freeh light Is thrown on the move­
ments, past and future, the hardships 
and the rescue of the three American 
naval balloonists who descended
highly nutritive, especially when one J are so weakened that they are crowd- 
is battling for life and worn out with | ed out.
fatigue. It is particularly lucky for ! “Experiments carried on at the 
the balloonists that they happened to | Rhode Island state college with differ- 
become stranded out there at a time j ent lawn grasses under various meth- 
when the weather was unusually mild | ods of treatment have shown that 
i for that period of the year. The j Rhode Island bent grass, the grass 
on ground was only slightly covered with that stands the closest clipping
th« shores of James Bay after an 800 snow, so tin 
mile trip from New York, by the easily, 
arrival in Montreal of S. A. Brad­
bury from the Hudson Bay Com­
pany’s post at Moose Factory, Out. 
where the men found refuge.
Mr. Bradbury said that he left 
Moose Factory, where he is a clerk of 
the company, the day after the arrival 
of the three balloonists, and that, be­
ing accustomed to travel in virgin 
territory, he was able to make good 
speed to Mattice on the transcon­
tinental railway and from there on to 
Montreal where he is remaining for a 
short sojourn with relatives.
( Men Were Exhausted
Mr. Bradbury stated clearly that 
there is no chance of the three army 
officers reaching their destination at 
Rockaway Beach, Long Island, until 
next Thursday. Jan. 13, at the earliest.
The three ballonists are suffering 
from their exhausting experiences, 
physical fatigue, hunger, loss of sleep 
and general bewilderment. Since 
reaching Moose Factory the men have 
been taken in charge by officials of 
the company, who are giving them a 
much-needed rest after the intense 
strain from which they are suffering.
Mr. Bradbury said he met the bal­
loonists shortly after their arrival at 
he post.
“They had come upon one of our In­
dian trappers, Thomas Mark, in the 
woods.” said Mr. Bradbury, “and after 
overcoming his fright—for the three 
balloonists in their strange and tatter­
ed garments appeared like wild and 
strange men to this Northern Indian 
—they managed to convince him they 
were perfectly friendly and required 
' aid. They had tried first of all to 
converse with him in English, then in 
French and finally Lt. L. A. Kloor, 
who was the Spokesman of the party 
and who had managed to outrun the 
Indian conveyed to his rind that it 
was food, rest and sleep that they 
wanted and a return to something ap­
proaching civilization.
“The Indian, when convinced of the 
friendly intentions of the strange men 
decided that the only thing to do was 
to bring them to Moose Factory. He { 
brought them first to his home on the 
outskirts of the post domain, where j 
their wild appearance almost sent the j 
squaw into a panic. She was dis-! 
patched to the post manager, J. Gaudet 
to acquaint him with the Indian's1 
queer ‘find.’ While she was off on 
this embassy the Indian invited the 
three worn-out balloonists to rest 
themselves in his hut while he made 
them tea and furnished them with 
what refreshments he could provide.
These were gratefully, albeit raven­
ously eaten by the officers.
'^Without the loss of a moment’s 
time Mr. Gaudet, accompanied by the 
district manager, W. C. Rakham, and 
Messrs. Watson, Neil, Beveridge and 
Findlay, all in the Hudson Bay Com­
pany’s employment came to meet the 
officers and conveyed them to the cen­
tral building where they were rested, 
rsclothed, and,given comfortable sleep­
ing accommodations.
moss could be
for
found ; golf putting greens and fine lawns is 
usually quickly crowded out by 
“ When the three adventurers got j coarse weeds. All attempts to better 
their breath, as it were, they ex- the soil conditions made the weeds 
pressed concern as to their relatives grow faster than ever, except in the 
and friends who, they said, might | case of ammonium sulphate which 
have given them up for lost. The i helped the grass and weakened the 
men had brought three homing pigeons j weeds.
with them, but it had become neces- j “ Now after twenty years without 
sary to sacrifice two of these birds to 1 any other treatment than the repeat- 
stave off starvation. The third pigeon ; ed applications of the ammonium sul- 
would also have had to be killed and i phate this one plot stands out in 
eaten but for the chance meeting with marked contrast to all the others in 
the Indian trapper.
SPECIAL BLANKS
FOR FARMERS’ TAX
Internal-Revenue Bureau M ake s It 
E a s ie r  to F ill Out Fo rm s
Thousands of farmers whose net in­
come for 1920 equaled or exceeded the 
exemptions of $1,000 for single per­
sons and $2,000 for married persons 
will he required to file on or before 
March 15. 1921, income tax returns 
for the year 1920.
As an aid to fanners the Bureau of 
Internal Revenue has prepared a spe­
cial form, 1040F. for recording sales 
of live stock, produce, and a summary 
of income and expenses. This form 
should be attached to the taxpayer’s
Sent M essage  by Pigeon ; plot is an example of what tin
i “The last surviving pigeon was nest- j lawns can he easily."
ling in the coat of Lt. Klorr. who was 1 ____________
overjoyed at having saved it from an 
unmerited fate. He wrote a 100-word 
message to be conveyed by the bird to 
Rockaway Beach, and I had the mes­
sage attached and sent the bird on its 
flight.
“The balloonists were resting quite 
comfortably when I left for Mattice 
and Montreal.”
Mr. Bradbury said the journey from 
Moose Factory to Mattice would oc­
cupy about 16 or 17 days. He thought 
that Lt. Farrell, who seems to have 
suffered most throughout the trying 
experiences, might have to ride most 
of the way, but that the other two 
would be able to accompany the 
sleighs on foot.
“There will likely be three sleighs,” 
he said, “one of them bearing man 
food, dog food and other provisions 
for the 16 days journey. Another 
will be used for the sleeping tent, 
camping stove and other parapher- j 
nalia. The traveling will be done ( 
from daylight to dark, after which i 
the tent will be set up with the stove i 
In the centre and beds of newcut j 
brush wood prepared.” !
the experiment. Scarcely a wped has individual return on Form 1040 oi­
lmen found and the even green of the j. jj
finest
LEGACIES NOT IN WILLS
The 20th and latest bulletin of the 
Eugenics Laboratory, written by Dr. 
C. T). Davenport, gives some informa­
tion on the inheritance of mental 
disorders which the public should 
know about.
The feeble minded vary, from the 
idiots, who are no more intelligent 
than 2-year-old babies and do not 
respond to a call as well as a smart 
dog does, through the imbeciles up to 
the highgrade morons, who eventual­
ly reach the level of intelligence of 
ordinary 14-year-old children.
In the idiots and lower imbeeilies 
there is generally some form of 
infection in a parent or in the child 
before birth or in early life which has 
determined the condition. If the child 
has an intelligence above this level 
and is not merely backward, the 
i chances are exceedingly strong that 
torms are contained in each. ! the quality is inherited.
Under gross income a farmer is re -1 It' both parents are mentally defee-
instructions for making
out tin
MAINE BEEF
A very interesting demonstration 
of the possibilities of Maine products 
is nearing fruition. A little less than 
two years ago tin' Jefferson Farms of 
Jefferson, Maine, startl'd a demonstra­
tion of the theory of its treasurer,
Philip R. Park, that Maine could and 
should produce its own beef, and that 
high quality roasts and steaks were 
just as possible and more economical 
when raised on Maim; soil as when 
raised in the Western country.
A hunch of Angus cows wen* pur­
chased, and on a ration of Maine hay 
and grass, raised a very promising lot 
of calves last season, 1919. During 
the winter of 1919-1920 these calves aI1^  marketing of his crops, the cost
quired to include all proceeds derived 
from the' sale of farm products 
whether produced on a farm or pur­
chased for resale. When he exchanges 
his produce for groceries, clothing, or 
other merchandise he* must include in 
his income the value', of the article's 
re'ceived and exchanged. Profit re' 
e-eived from the sale of farm land or 
rent re'ceived for the use thereof 
must also he included.
In determining his ne't income', up­
on which the tax is assessed, the 
farmer may deduct all necessary 1 
expenses incurred in the operation of 
his farm during the year. These 
include' cost of cultivation, harvesting ;
were fed ensilage, a light foddering 
of hay, a grain ration supph'mented 
with ground dried fislr (another Maine 
product.) They we're; housed under 
e>pen shed conditions, hut made1 a very 
flattering growth, coining through the' 
winter with the calf fat eui them.
The past summer they had the* run 
of a rough pasture and a daily ratiem 
of grain in addition. A continuation 
of the;ir winter thriftiness was look- 
ed for, and they have exceeded their 
owners' most sanguine1 expectations. 
Thfey are fast maturing into the most 
finished Bahv Beef e»t* the* highest 
quality, ami are a creelit to Maine' and 
Discovery of the long sought fertil- j its most enthusiastic boosters, 
izer that will grow grass and kill I The* State Chamber of Commerce
GRASS FERTILIZER
THAT KILLS WEEDS
FOUND AT LAST
weeds is announced by the experi­
ment station of Rhode Island State 
College as the result of 20 years of 
research. The realization of the' 
dream of gardeners the world over, a 
weedless lawn, is possible without 
trouble or expense, according to the 
official college statement, merely by 
the use of ammonium sulphate instead 
of nitrate of soda in the annual appli­
cation of fertilizer, and “ slowly hut 
surely the weeds will disappear and 
the lawn will become the even velvety 
green that is the envy of every neig- 
bor.”
“Gardeners have almost universally 
advised supply nitrogen, the chief 
element in the plant food of grass, in 
the form of nitrate of soda.” says the 
statement. “This gradually tends to 
create an alkaline condition of the 
soil which is especially favorable to 
the growth of weeds. Soon the grass 
is crowded out and the lawn has an 
uneven appearance. By using ammo­
nium sulphate which is not more ex
“When the three lieutenants neared ; pensive, in the same quantities as the
nitrate of soda the required amount of 
nitrogen is furnished and the soil kept 
in the acid condition under which the 
grass develops best, but the weeds
our quarters I saw them for the first 
time.
“ I was not on duty at the time, hav­
ing obtained leave for my vacation in 
Montreal, but upon their arrival I de­
cided to remain a day or so in order 
to hear of their adventures. In ap­
pearance they were about as forlorn 
as one could Imagine.
“Their uniforms were all tattered 
and gaping with holes, only one of 
them Lt. Farrell still retained his fur 
overcoat and they showed all the 
signs of physical exhaustion. They 
told us they had been roaming blindly 
over wild territory for four days, hav­
ing no idea of their whereabouts and 
having practically nothing to eat apart 
from what, caribou moss they could 
gather. Loss of sleep had troubled 
them even more than insufficient food 
and they were, in short, done in. They 
had almost despaired of their yves 
until coming upon the Indian. To 
him they expressed the utmost grati 
tude and also to the officers and clerks 
of the company for all they had done 
for them.
M en  W ere  N ea r Death
“There is no question that one more 
day such as the three had gone 
through would have ended their lives. 
Caribou moss is not by any means
and Agricultural League has been 
j much intc *osted in Mr. Bark's attempt 
to demonstrate' that beef raising on 
Maine farms can he carried on at a 
profit. Through the efforts of the 
State Chamber the first consignment 
‘ of beef will lie marketed in Maine 
Several of the leading hotels in Maine 
will offer this beef on their menus 
These cattle were fed ensilage made 
from sweet corn stalks and grain tnat 
should he grown on every Maine 
farm, corn and barley. No better beef 
can be raised in the West, and with 
the wonderful pastures and idea' 
climatic conditions, this State should 
take courage from this demonst rat inn 
and start reclaiming its old pastures 
and abandoned farms There is hard­
ly a farm in Maine that can not grow 
either corn, oats or barley, and these 
simple grains and a very little c o n  
centrate cottonseed meal, oil meal 
or fish will grow the finest of beef 
at the minimum of expense.
Tilt' new high freight rates all m a k e  
the eastern farms m o r e  valuable if 
the owners will hut work them, and 
have faith.
If you want a slogan, try this o n e ,  
Courage, Corn and Cattle.
of seed and fertilizer used, amount 
spent in repair to farm buildings other 
than the dwelling, and to fences and 
machinery. The cost of farm tools 
used up in the course of the year, 
wages paid to employees other than 
domestic servants, and rent paid for 
farm land and buildings (other than 
dwelling! are deductible items.
Farmers who keep no records or 
only records of cash receipts and dis­
bursements should make their returns 
on the basis of actual receipts, hut 
farmers who keep complete accounts 
and who take inventories at the be­
ginning and end of the year to deter­
mine their profits should report on 
t ie actual basis. Both methods are 
fully explained on Form 1U40F, copies 
of which may he obtained from the 
offices of collectors of internal 
revenue.
ROOTS, BARRS, HERBS
Know n  to Possess Unequaled Value 
In Sp r ing  Ailments
Are prominent ingredients of 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, in which they 
are so com b in e d  (1s to  be most ef­
fect i vc.
This great ldood-purif\ing and 
strength-giving medicine is ea-ilv 
the leading proprietary medicine 
for the hlood. stomach, liver and 
kidneys, which almost universally 
need attention in the spring. Thou­
sands take it year after year with 
entire sat isfact ion for that tired 
feeling, that loss of appetite, that 
'•nipt ion on the face or body, and 
that low or run-down condition of 
tin* system so common now. And 
they enthusiastically recommend it 
to others.
Begirt taking it at once, three 
times a day after meals. It is 
pleasant to take and “ makes food 
taste good.” ,
If yon need a laxative or eatliar- 
lie, take* Hood’s Pills. You will 
find them gentle and thorough.
tive, all of the children will be also.' 
If neither parent is defective, hut both 
have close relatives that are, about, 
one-quarter of the offspring will he 
defective. If one parent is defective 
and the other not defective, hut of a 
defective family, about one-half the 
children will be defective.
Dr. Davenport says the presence of 
feeble-mindedness among us may not 
he evidence of racial degeneracy, but 
may he due to inheritance from the 
normal man of the stone age whose 
intellect was not well developed. 
Many of our famalies have a good deal : 
of this hlood in them, and it may cause j 
the occurrence here and there in our 
stock of stone age intellect.
There is not much evidence of in­
heritance being a factor in Mongolian i 
idiocy. However, the parents are 
often neurotic. It is difficult to fix 
the relation of inheritance to epilepsy 
because epilepsy is a group name
embracing many different conditions. 
Fischbein states that there are more 
than 100 varieties of epilepsy, some 
very unlike, almost unrelated, to 
others. If both parents have an 
epileptic tendency, according to Daven­
port and Weeks, all the children also 
will huve it. If both parents, while 
not epileptics themselves, are of 
epileptic stock, one-quarter of the 
children will have the tendency. If 
one parent has the tendency and the 
other is free from it, one-half the chil­
dren will have the tendency. If one 
parent be entirely untainted, both as 
to himself and his stock, there is little 
probability of epilepsy in the children 
even though the other parent be an 
epileptic.
So far as inheritance goes, feeble­
mindedness, migraine, alcoholic, hys­
teric, and neurotic tendencies are 
cousins to epilepsy. For example, in 
epilepsy, migraine, and some forms of 
alcohol addiction there is a tendency 
to periodic outbreak which is one 
quality suggesting kinship.
x v t
l a U ,
BEAL
Over 100 years
ago, Dr. Johnson originated 
his famous household medi- 
rine, — still
The old reliable
in thousands of homes for 
coughs, cohls, sore throats, 
cramps, chills, s p r a in s , 
strains, and many o th er  
INTERNAL anfl EXTERNAL 
aches and ills, —grippe and 
influenza.
J o h n s o n ’s 
Anodyne 
L i n i m e n t
Coffee that delights 
Maine folks and 
folks'w ho visit 
Maine folks.
Your neighborhood dealer 
sella this superior coffee.
THURSTON and KINGSBURY CO.. 
Bangor, Maine.
Kill That Cold With
CASCARA Q QUININE
FOR
Colds, Coughs
AND
Grippe
Neglected Colds are Dangerous
Take no chances. Keep this standard remedy handy for the first sneeze.
Breaks up a cold in 24 hours — Relieves 
Grippe in 3 days—Excellent for Headache
Quinine in this form does not affect the head—Cascara is bes» Tonic 
Laxative—No Opiate in Hill’s.
ALL D R U G G ISTS SELL IT
NEVER PUT YIELD
BEFORE SECURITY
The large majority of losses of in­
vested money are due to seeking in­
come first and safety second. Seek 
safety first rather than income.
An account with the Moulton Sav­
ings Bank is the best assurance of 
safety and fair yield on every dollar.
Dividends at the rate of r ;  Per 
Annum h a v e  b e e n  paid for tlm past 
ten years.
D iv idends at the rate 01 4% per annum  
have been paid for the past nine years
Ht&tTON SavingsB.
LTON , M A l
“H ow ’s the cake coming?” Everybody’s 
interested. You want to know that it ’s 
coming right and you test it time and 
again. That’s the way we make sure of
William Tell 
Flour
MONEY FOR THE FARMER
P otato G rader
Will Save Time and 
P o t a t o e s .  No 
machine on the mar­
ket can d o  s u c h  
rapid work and do 
it so w e 11. €J W  e 
have s o m e  w i t h  
motors. Call and 
letjus show you.
James S. 
P e a b o d y
Bangor Street 
Houlton, Me.
We tost it at every stage of its making several times an hour. 
We make* absolutely certain of its uniform quality and purity.
Because we have thus made sure of the quality of the flour, you 
can be sure of the quality of your baking.
You will find that William Tell will give a delicious flavor and a 
uniform goodness to all your baking.
Don’t take any chancees on your flour.
Tell your grocer, William Tell, and be sure.
i
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The Calais maple splintererstook lief, and tax concessions are asked of sister states. Conditions here remain
all three strings by a total of 57 pins. you. Tax reduction for one, means normal long after other states have
I In the second string of this match Jim ! an added burden for others. The in- felt the stress of changed and un-
Ing editors agree that we lost. Casey, Casey rolled 85, the first time he ever dustrial. economic and agricultural life settled conditions. Today we face
BOWLING
(Continued from page one)
C L A S S I F I E D  A D S
Buy  A la rm  C lock s at O sgood ’s  and
save money.
Fo r Sa le— Three pure bred Holstein
bulls, ready for light service. W. 
Ft. Yerxa, Foxcroft Road
the barber, was in the Calais line-up.' rolled less than 90 since the St. Croix of the State to a large extent is de- the coming months with hope and
We all fervently hope that when we river started flowing between St. pendent upon adequate transportation confidence. May true prosperity soon
next meet Calais it will be on a Satur- Stephen and Calais. ' facilities. Throughout the country ; return, and may it be the rule in
day night when all the barber shops Anderson had high average in this there is need of railroad rehabilation. Maine that all who work receive a I ------------------------
are full of Sampsons waiting for the match with 97 1-3. He is the first' The method of railroad taxation now in fair reward, for which they give an i The CommitteeT,CE r r
Delilah act. If Casey is as unscrupu- good looking man we ever saw who < vogue in our State, whereby a tax is adequate return. j give a public hearing in'1 its room s^t
lous as a barber as he is bowler, we’ll was also a good bowler. We consider | levied on gross receipts, is considered The affairs of this State shall ever1 the State House, in Augusta, on Fri- 
use Gillette’s. all the P. I. team good bowlers. { by many students of economy to be ; be to you and to our other citizens an ; 1921 at 2 00 P‘ m'
There was also a brunette by the As proof of this last assertion they unsound. You have scant time to de-, open book, and about them there* 10° pmvid^ for^Hie^creation4* f ^  Act
name of Rutherford who seemed to be ; (the P. I. boys) trimmed us 50 pins vote to the solution of this pressing shall be no mystery or concealment, 
interested in disgracing us, especially j in our last contest. But we really problem. It is the duty of each mem- Should you be unable to find such in- 
in the second string. One of the j think that the smaller score on our ber to attend the hearings on these j formation as you seek, the Chief 
Calais boys, Charles Adams, lied to us | side in this match as compared to the bills. It is each members’ uty to ask : Executive with the department heads 
something shamefully. He said, “ You one against St. John boys was due to questions even though they be not gladly will render you assistance. A 
needn’t be afraid of Norwood, he’s ! the scorers. Mitchell scored for us carefully framed or scientifically word self-govering State like ours is one 
about sick a-bed.’’ He acted a lot like against the Mooselruk and whatever e<j. Each earnestly should attempt to 1 wherein each does his part, and 
a candidate for a hospital or sana- j he may be in private he does try to j learn the facts. wherein also each is entitled to full
torium. 99 was the best string he ; be square when a big crowd is watch- j to the railroads I will say, bring all knowledbe of the State's affairs.
rolled and he dropped a\*ay down to • jng him all the time. But B H. Brown j the facts at your command, offer them — ---------------
94 once. j did our scoring in the afternoon and frankly and openly, encourage those | ELKS DEFEAT
YVe have talked this game over , he has been so long in the fertilizer ; who seek information, avoid complicat- FA R M E R S BOWLERS
Storage on the Aroostook River.
C A R D  O F  T H A N K S
We wish to express our grateful ap­
preciation and sincere thanks to all 
who so kindly assisted in any way 
during the illness and at the death of 
ous sister, and for the many beauti­
ful floral tributes.
Mr. & Mrs. J. O. Bradbury 
Mrs. Nettie Spain 
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. James 
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Bradbury
C L A S S I F I E D  A DS
O sgood ’s  Hand M ade W edd ing  R in g s
are 14 Kt. Solid Gold and Seamless.
W h y  pay big prices fo r D iam onds
while Osgood is in business. See 
him.
Coupons fo r  typew riter ribbons m ay 
be exchanged at the TIMES office 
for any machine.
Fa rm e rs  should  keep the ir accounts
from day to. day and use the account 
books sold at the TIMES office.
since and have decided that being so j game that that fact, coupled with his ed aT1q confused figures ot' intricate 
far south hurt our natural ability. If j Houlton associates with whom he J bookkeeping, and take the Eightieth 
we’d had a few snow balls on our j plays donmios, has made him sliek j i^e^islature, into your confidence in 
feet, we’d done better. j with the pencil and not too eonscien- every detail. Let each party to the
Whie Calais was doing the steam , tious. , discussion those seeking and those un-
roller stunt to us, the Presque Isle j As we remarked, P. I. heat us, hut parting information, recognize the 
and St. John boys were scrapping It j Chas. Lunt won immortality and a other’s point of views and proceed 
out on the other alleys. St. John won j striped shirt by piling up the highest calmly to the work in hand, for all 
the first string by 11 pins, with their score of the day for one contest, 311. must admit that modern conditions 
lead off man, Geo. Maxwell, chalking I Maybe that old veteran wasn’t there ave complex, and that the burden of 
up 111. Presque Isle took the second | with the wallop, even if he didn't taxation must be equally distributed 
string by 26 pins. The 3rd string was j know the next morning who had iest an injustice done to one group, or 
S boody one but St. John won it by 46 ' tucked him into bed nor wherehe got favor granted to another, destroy the 
pins and the match by 31 pins. ! the Canadian $2.00 bill he found in balance of good government.
We have seen the P. I. “ Big Five” his pocket. The people of Maine, notwithstand-
roll in a good many matches but After the bowling, the St. Croix I jng the now discredited methods of 
never saw them nor any other team i club were hosts at an informal smoker j railroad lobbies and railroad . domi- 
have any harder luck than they had and the prizes of the day were given
C A R D  O F  T H A N K S
We wish to express our thanks to 
In the two game contest between j many frauds and neighbors who 
_  . ! so kindly assisted us during our recentthe Elks and ( apt. Paimeis l),n f bereavement, also for the many beau- 
wreckers, the first of which resulted j tiful flowers sent, 
in a tie, being rolled on the Elks! Mrs. Susan Briggs
allevs, and continued Monday on the Mrs. Mercy Somerville
£„ ,, , , . . .  ... Mr. and Mrs. Ephraim BriggsS. A. alleys developed into an exciting Mr Wm p Akerley
contest necessitating an extra gam e1---------------------------------  ------- ------ - -------
to break the tie N A T IO N A L  S E C U R IT Y  C O M P A N Y
, „  N E W  Y O R K ,  N. Y.I11 the first game the score was; ASSETS DEC 31 1920
each 1240. Monday night’s game j Real Estate 
Farmer's 1248 - Elks 1246. A 50-501 Mortgage Loans 
split, in the final game which was a ! C ollateral Loans
,v T„ . . . . , c, Stocks and Bondsnoisy one-, the MKs raced out hy IS Cash in offlce anf| Bank
pins. Agents’ Balances
- _______ _____ ! Bills Receivable
Sub sc rip t ion s  fo r  any  M agazine  or
Newspaper may be left at the 
TIMES Offlce, where the lowest price 
can be obtained.
Typew rite r R ibbons fo r all M ach ine s
as well as Carbon Paper made by 
Webster—There’s none better. Call 
or send to TIMES Offlce.
Furn ished  room s w ith all m odern
conveniences including hot water 
heat, transients or regulars. Apply 
Tel. 341-4 or 39-12. tf
A  Valued Sub sc ribe r sa y s  “ E ve ry  tim e
that I have used these columns for 
selling articles, they have been suc­
cessful.” Try them.
$300.00 a month easily  made w o rk in g
spare time in your home town or 
city. Experience not necessary. Either 
sex. Address, The Fraternities, Rich­
mond, Maine. 45p
W anted— A ll persons hav in g  had fu r­
niture repaired at my shop to come 
and get it as soon as possible, as I 
need the room. William Mcllroy, 10 
17,403,606^12 Kellern Street.
1.434.247 08
$56,103.62 
65,556.00 
None
2,977,603 57 
3,209 58
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
nation of the years gone by, realize, In the District Court of the United States
for the Northern Division of the Dis­
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of !
C un- M. X o h l c  ' In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt j
To the creditors of said (i\.y M. 
Noble of Littleton in the countv of
the 3rd string. O’Donnell and Hayes j out, among them Charles’ perpendi- (j0 the railroads themselves, that 
got 77 and 69 respectively and they ; cularly striped silk shirt. You can j times have changed and that the 
wera hitting the pins In fine form all j 3ee the shirt at any time as Chas. people need the railroads just as 
the time . If Frank Hayes lives to • always has it with him. I mut.h as the railroads need the peo-
bowl until Presque Ise Is swallowed, Fullerton had a chance for the! pie; and they also realize that the 
up as a suburb of Houlton, he will prize for high single as he had 114 and prosperity of the one is intrerwoven 
never have any harder luck. As for ! a spare to roll off, but he looked up with that of the other, and that
Harry O’Donell, Boston Jimmy Whal- j and saw one of Ganong’s chocolate mutual confidenc e is the only satis-
en’s “ smash bal” has nothing on h is.; candy girls going by and in his excite-! factory basis for the future 
But a poor string in bowling is like | ment he threw the ball in the gutter. My work is no longer legislative it 
death, taxes and the empty tin salmon , The police finally broke up the , jS executive, and it is my ambition " ’ill be held at the office of i-m -
eontalner firmly fastened to the j gathering. The St. Croix boys proved i that you be known as a Legislature win L' Vail in Hoult,m- on the r. day 
string gear of an Irish Terrier, it is j that they can entertain as well as ‘ that passed imt i.1WQ \  of March *'v Ix lf>L>1 at 10 >" Cm
torn *  to • cur. bowl, in fact we think more of then, k ^ o l a v „  r , t  , ! ! ? T  ‘1 wh,*>h !!"’? «l* .“ w, Rnu" 11 as a wise executive. The (lavs may attend, prove their claims, anno nt
Bill Thompson was the only P. I e r .m  the former role than the latter. ; 0f reconstruction and retrenchment 
Who was up to form in this match.; They sent an equipage after us in the ; are trying days. Emergencies mav
He averaged 95 2-3 Bill is a ripping j morning that looked like the craft in arjSe After you have left we shall
howler If Antone Oleson carries the | which La Salle explored the Missies- ’ carry on. Maine occupies a situation 
oeateen. ! ippf, but it was the right boat in the , favored bevend that of most of her
The Calais boys next took on the j right place as it was boarded in, ■_ __  ______________ ________ _
Interest and Rents 
All other Assets
Gross Assets ____ ______
Deduct items not admitted 1,042,870 82 
Admitted Assets $22,217,941 50
LIABILITIES DEC 
Net Unpaid Losses 
Unearned Premiums 
All other Liabilities 
Cash Capital
G ir ls  W anted  fo r C lo thes P in  Factory
at Davidson. Good wages and steady 
work. Inquire at office of Snmmit 
1 Q9 B?? co Limber Company* Houlton or write 
193,873 82 to above Company at Davidson. tf1,126,612 53 ______________ ________________________
Reward Offered fo r  In form ation  a s  to
whereabouts of L. R. Lane and
31. 1920 Chas. G. Lane late of Corinna, Houl- 
$2,828,121 54 ton, and Pejepscott, Maine. Blaisdeil 
7,082,852 09 Automobile Co., Dexter, Maine. Tel. 
1,697,986 66 119-4. 36p
5.000,000 00
Aroostook and District aforesaid bankrupr Su rp lu s  over ail Liabilities 5,608,981 21 , ®aJjk Book No. 12842 issued by the
Notice is hereby given that on the M 
day of Fell. A. D. 1921 the said Huy 
M. Noble was duly a d j u d i c a t ­
ed bankrupt and that the first meeting of
trustee examine the bankrupt and trans­
act such other business as may properly 
come before said meeting.
Dated at Houlton, Feb. 11. 1921.
Total Liabilities and 
Surplus
i Houlton Savings Bank is reported 
$22,217,941 50 I°8L an(* this notice is given, as re- 
37 quired by law, that a duplicate book
--------------------may be issued. L. O. Ludwig, Treas.
L E G IS L A T IV E  N O T IC E  Jan. 28, 1921. 35
Ordered, the House concurring, that
the limit for the reception of petitions Book No* ls_8U?t* the
and bills for private and special legis- Houlton Savings Bank is reported 
lation be extended one week so that an  ^ this notice is given, as re-
the same shall be limitea to Thursday quired by law, that a duplicate book 
February 17, 1921, at four o'clock P. ke issued. L. O. Ludwig, Treas.
M.. and that such petitions and bills ^an- 28, 1921. 35
presented after that date be referred
EDWIN D. V^IL,
Mooseleuk club. The P. I. boys won j three feet high, on all four sides, so 
tilt first string by 7 pins and were J that just as many arrived at the Can. 
tilt only team to beat the St. Croix j pac. Ry. as embarked from the hotel. 
t « a »  even one string. It was a hum- * All ten .came back that went, and 
mer of a string, Oleson, Hayes and j to look at them you’d hardly know 
Gssey getting 106, 105 and 102 in j there had been a war. To be sure, 
order. The second string was still; some malcontent, who didn’t go. 
harder fought and was won by Calais I Hassell I think it was. remarked that 1 
by 4 gins, even though Harry O'Don- ( Mitchell looked as though he had been 
sell and Bill Thompson got 102 and through the seige of Verdun, and 
101* constituted the city’s sole defense.
P. I. went into the third string with -------------------
a 3 pin lead and visions of a win over GOVERNOR’S MESSAGE
the home club, but good night!! they (Continued from page 1)
didn't know that the fire-works were ---------
about take place! 1 tion, that plant and overhead charges
Caaey and Anderson were well over! are at times larger than they should 
the 90 margin, Norwood and Ruther-1 be, and that the interest of the smaller 
for tore off 12 and 104 and Hollendale '■ communities is sometimes unneces- 
o - as one paper guy aptly misspelled sarily made secondary to the develop- 
hia name as Hellingale, got 123 and , meat of large projects. Reference is 
the 5 men total read 520. Calais won made to these criticisms in order that  ^
this string! ; through the proper committee you
Three of the Mooseleuk were over may determine if they are well found- 
90 with Wood leading, but it was a ed, and if so may endeavor to suggest 
forlorn hope. Their hopes were as j the needed remedies. It should al- 
futlle as would have been Bill Fuller- ways be borne in mind that criticism 
ton’s had he attempted to absorb a l l1 is not, although it ultimately may 
the liquid in St. Stephen, even though j lead to, construction, and that this 
P. 1. made a fine attempt and so j difficult situation should be handled 
would Bill if he tackled the above without prejudice or partisanship, 
project. and with II1® sol® desire to remedy
The total pintail of the St. Croix that which needs correction. It is of 
club was 1446, the highest of th e ! course necessary for you first to se 
tournment. I cure the facts upon which to base
While Calais was bruising the your judgment and conclusion. 
Mooseleuk boys, the Houlton club Mt. Katahdin Park
locked horns with St. John, the erst- The forests of Maine constitute, 
while conquerors of P. I. The first with our waterpowers, the great nat- 
game was won by St. John by a 34 pin ! oral resources of the State. The 
margin, Uncle A1 Astle being the only waterpowers in their nature are per- 
boy on the Houlton club to show even j petual, while the forests may be and 
a flash. The second string went to j have been, wantonly destroyed by 
Pa Lunt helping Astle this time with! wasteful management and by fire. A 
the Arooatookites by a 56 pin margin, j century of statehood had passed, dui - 
a 97 string. This gave us a 22 pin | ing which period the millions of for- 
lead Which we tried heard to hold. ®st acres once publicity owned have
The boy . from St. John certainly j » a88ed t0 Prlvate han(' 8 lh<“ '1 of the wilderness of these woods
*4aaker Minister Is 
Grateful to Tanlac
to the next Legislature; that the sec­
retary of the Senate cause copies of 
Referee in Bankruptcy, this order to be published in all daily 
- and weekly papers of the State until
.... al)tj jncjU(jjng February 16. 1921.
“ In Senate Chamber.
February 7. 1921
Read and passed.
Sent down for concurrence.
L. ERNEST THORNTON, Sec.
In House of Representatives 
February 8, 1921.
Read and passed in concurrence. 
CLYDE R. CHAPMAN, Clerk.
Fo r Sa le— A  fine 10 room house w ith
barn and garage on a large lot in a 
good residential section of Houlton, 
buildings in good repair. Or will ex­
change for a small home. For parti­
culars apply to TIMES offlce.
Autom obile Fo r Sa le— B u ick  1 9 1 6
model, seven passenger, roomy, 
powerful, original paint, fine condi­
tion, new battery, six tires (two new), 
in perfect running order, upholster­
ing the best, fourteen miles to the 
gallon, price $800. Call and inspect. 
James H. Kidder, Houlton. Me.
'Sc.
& ■N
*/>
r
S C-v. * '
N
•re gamesters and they went after 
that 22 pin lead like Rollie Hovey 
after the soubrette he met on the C. 
P. Ry. coming home. Every St. John 
man but one had from 91 to 108 and 
totalled 477, a tidy score, but it was 
not nearly enough. Three of the Dux 
had 94 each and the other two were 
over 100 with noisy Doc Bridgham in 
the lead with 106. How he did boast 
and crow over that score. He is a lot
J
stands Mt. Katahdin, the greatest 
monument of nature that exists east 
of the Mississippi River. This moun­
tain raises its head aloft unafraid of 
the passing storm and is typical 
the rugged character of the people 
Maine. The purchase of this 
tain will constitute a fitting me
Nearly evervbodv Ml
I-ev. Uarker Moon
Southwest and went hack and forth three times
BANKRUPT'S PETITION FOR 
DISCHARGE
In the matter of  |
Herbert B. Perkins ‘ In 'Bankruptcy
Bankrupt!
To the Hon Clarence Hale. Judge of  the 
District Court of  the United States for 
theDistriet of Maine.
HERBERT B. PERKINS of Mars 
Hill in tile Cnunty o f  Aroostook and 
State of  Maine, in said District respect­
fully represents that on the 8th day of 
April, PC1*, last past, he was duly 
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of 
Congress relating to Bankruptcy;  that 
lie has duly surrendered all his property 
and rights of property, and has fully 
complied with all the requirements of  
said Acts and of the orders of Court 
touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be 
decreed by the Court to have a full dis- 
weharge from all debts provable against 
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts, 
except such debts as are excepted by 
law from such discharge.
Hated this 'J'Jnd d ay  o f  J a n u a r y  A.  D. 
PPM.
HERBERT B. PERKINS
Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
District of Maine. Northern Division, ss 
< >n this U’ th day of February A. D. 
1921, on reading the foregoing petition, 
it is- -
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing 
l>e had upon the same on tHe 25th day of 
March A. !>., 1921, before said Court 
at Bangor in said District, Northern 
Division at 10 o'clock in the forenoon; 
and that notice thereof be published in 
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed 
t in said District, Northern Division, and 
'.that all known creditors and other per­
sons. in interest, may appear at the said 
time and place, and show cause, if any 
they have, why the prayer of said peti­
tioner should not be granted.
And it is Further Ordered by the Court, 
That the Clerk shall s e n d  b y  
mail to all known creditors copies of  said 
petition and this order, addressed to 
them at their places of  residence as 
sta ted.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale, 
Judge of  the said Court, and the seal 
thereof, at Bangor In the Northern Divi­
sion of said District on the 12th day of 
F e b r ua ry  A. D. 1921,.
( L  H.) ISABEL SHEEHAN.
Deputy Clerk 
A true c o p y  of petition and order thereon 
Attest:  ISABEL SHEEHAN, 
Deputy Clerk
N O T IC E  O F  F O R E C L O S U R E
Public notice is hereby given that
the 
of 
ated 
rol.
FRIDAY, FEB. 18
SPECIAL FO R THIS WEEK
T E A
Your Choice of Three 
Ceylon—Formosa— Mixed
. ,V,. rage a a 2 Northern District Aroos-to the past century and an inspiration | Friends or Quakers. “ I had read about Tanlac and. as it t00k Registry of Deeds, conveyed to
‘‘Uncle Parker.'’ as he is more fa- had been very highly recommended Sain Monn of said Connor the follow- 
to the new. milarly known, came from fine old to me, I decided to try it. I got a ,nu described real estate to wit; lot
Gipson I Unlike most projects that call loi | ruMKed Quaker stock, and then1 is not bottle and had taken only a few doses numbered twenty-seven in the west
like Hollindale and Antone ’ | the expenditure of a considerable sum i a better known or more highly respect- until 1 could notice a marked im- half of said Connor containing twelve
of money, this park will prove to he ■ ed citizen in that part of the state, provement in my condition. I no- an(j 92-lou acres more or less, accord-
ln referring to his remarkable res- 1 ticed especially that I was not trou-
toration to health hy Tanlac. he said: hied any more with sour stomach
“About five years ago l suffered after eating, which was a great relief, 
a general breakdown. My principal “1 kept on taking Tanlac until I 
rouble was nervous indigestion. My fully regained my health. My appe- 
upetite was very poor and my food tite is splendid; I enjoy my meals
•ldorn agreed with me, and I had to j and I do not find it necessary now to described are the same conveyed to
Rve on a very restricted diet. I suf- 1 take any laxative medicines of any 
fered a great deal from headaches kind. 1 can sleep much better and
that way.
Houlton finished their third string 
with 492, the second highest string 
o f the day.
We were both satisfied and surpris­
ed and you can draw your own con­
clusions as to the emotions of the 
boys from the Canadian city.
Sapper was next In order and it 
was a ripper, chicken stew with 
chicken In it but no chickens to wait 
on table marred the effect for White, 
Walker and others, as only exceed­
ingly plain looking men did the serv­
ing.
When the St. Croix team bowled at 
the Dux club a few weeks ago they 
noticed how little Judgment the Houl­
ton and P. I. boys exercised at the 
table, so they had tipped off the 
Calais supper committee who sprung 
a new one on us. They set a time 
limit of something like an hour and a 
quarter and then gave the order to 
“ cease firing.” . The order saved the 
lives of Wood and Wilkins as it caught 
thsm starting on their seventh bowl 
o f  stew.
After the eats, Houlton and P. I. 
went to the mat together and Calais 
and John crossed swords.
an asset to the State from which will 
be derived both direct and indirect 
income. The establishment of some 
great institutions by the State cre­
ates for all time a burden 011 the pub­
lic treasury but this park will prove a 
safe investment in lands aii(] timber,
ing to the plan and survey of Albert 
A. Burleigh, Excepting and reserving 
from this conveyance a piece of land 
containing one-fourth of an acre which 
was co nveyed  hv Paul Martin to 
Willie Ouellette. The premises above
the said Sylvio Bouchard January 22, 
1921). hy the said Sam Morin.
That the condition in said mortgage
h-wiiv , .. .1 .---- : ' : ....  ........ in recom- js broken by reason whereof the said
I bring this project to your atten- 1 1 ’ a n<), 0 , ® time, memliug Tanlac to anyone who needs sain Morin claims a foreclosure of
tio„ M one which our .ate Governor |, wa9 aV.e u>'’ aU™0 r U ' t t Z "  i ?0j T ^ t H o m a " ! " ' h i v e  
endorsed without reservation. In his “This condition made me very nerv-: recommended Tanlac to a great many
ous and 1 could not sleep at night, j of my friends and am pleased to
an investment which will increase in and dizzy spells; 1 had severe pains ' am not nearly so nervous, 
value with the passting vears. across the small ot my back and was , “ 1 take great pleasure
................... "  ' ’ the
inaugural he says:
“ By sound principles of public poli­
cy, reinforced by party pledge, we 
are committed to the establishment of 
a State Park and forest reserve, to 
the conservation of our forests, to a 
program of reforestation of cut-over 
and burned land, and to the develop­
ment of waterpower resources within 
the State.
The establishment of this park will 
lay the foundation of a policy where­
by the present generation will deliver 
a great inheritance to the generations 
to come.
T ransportation
The transportation problem is be­
fore you. Maine’s railroads seek re-
Frequently I would lie awake most I reach others by giving this statement 
all night and was in that condition | for publication.”
more or less for five years. My Tanlac is sold in Houlton at Munro’s 
physician said he could not do any- West End Drug Store; Bridgewater, 
tiling for me and suggested a change Bridgewater Drug Go.; Oakfield. L. A. 
of climate. 1 then moved to Texas Barker Co.
Dated at Caribou, Maine, February 
2 1921
SAM MORIN.
By his attorney,
36 John B. Roberts
Per Pound
and our specially fine
COFFEE
A 40c value at the same price, 
25c, Sold in the bean with all 
the rich flavor sealed for the 
cup. Ground to your order.
See the Benefit Store windows 
and profit by the Benefit 
Prices. The Best of Every­
thing at a Saving is the Policy 
of Benefit Store building.
Margarine Supreme
“S W E E T  N U T ”  
3 1 c  lb.
Uhurned from the Best,
Sold to the Best
EVERY BUY A BENEFIT
See Windows for Other 
Specials
Rice, fancy 3 lbs. 24c
Baking Powder, XX, lb. 30c 
Pure Extracts 24c
Vanilla and Lemon. 2 oz. bottle
Roasted Peanuts, 2 qts. 20c
DIRECT IMPORTING CO.
“Benefit Store”
57 Main St., Houlton, Maine
iu m uiim f(W i>itui.iiiiiiui)iiii'iiiiini| iiim iiiiiiin iiiiii)im77MiiiTiiiiiiiin iiiri ii:i ir M iiiMn iiiiin iin iiiTTmTrn m iiMiiiTmTirii,m(ii(HiiiiiiiiiiiuimTnTTTi
The Danger Season is Here
An Old Fam ily 
Doctor’s  Favorite 
Prescrip tion
Don’t got a cold or cough that will 
“hung on all winter." Have hundv
BALLARD'S GOLDEN OIL
and use liberally at the first symp­
toms. There’s nothing better. It pen­
etrates and heals—its own peculiar 
properties. The great all ’round 
Household remedy. Sold everywhere.
UUmAltiUUUJliiLllUitllUllli.llllllllUinniUniIlllU||||||i|ii1||ii.... .
Portland A uto Show
---------Exposition Building, Portland, M aine-----------
February 2 8  to M arch 5  Inclusive
A MONSTER DISPLAY OF AUTOMOBILES AND AUTO 
ACCESSORIES ASSEMBLED UNDER ONE ROOF
Elaborate Decorations Entertainment Features
Portland Automobile Dealers Association
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Subscribers should bear in 
mind that all subscriptions are 
payable in advance and the pa- 
4>er will be discontinued at ex­
piration. Notice of such expira- 
>tion will be sent eut the First of 
•each month .
The Morning Club took their lunch 
with them Tuesday and enjoyed it 
out of doors.
Regular meeting of Houlton Camp 
M. W. of A. with refreshments on 
Friday evening.
A son was born to Mr. and
MATCHED RACE
One of the features on the racing 
program for Wednesday will be a 
matched race for $50.00 between C. W. 
Taylor’s “Gen’l Constantine” and 
Mel Wilson’s “ Mabel R.’
There will be the usual number of 
class races besides.
POTATOES
There is very little market at the 
present time with Cobblers at $1.00 
per barrel and Green Mountains at 
$1.25.
Mr. and Mrs. Jos. E. Robinson left 
last week for Augusta where they 
are visiting relatives.
Mr. Buck of Dannemora, N. Y. is in 
town the guest of his sister-in-law 
Mrs. Janies M. Pierce.
;Pred E. Hail returned last week 
from Bangor where he served as a 
Juror in the U. S. District Court.
C. E. Hooper of Brewer connected ! are doing well.
- iritis the Great Northern Paper Co. j Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Cressy are 
vwaa in Houlton last week on business.! receiving congratulations on the ar- 
Mrs. Horace W. Hughes ot Gardiner, j rival of a son on Sunday at their home 
Maine, arrived in town last week for j on Military street, 
a few days with her husband and j If the lady who left the fur neck-
CHAPMAN CONCERT
The annual Chapman concert is to 
Mrs. be in Houlton on Tuesday evening, 
Alton Titcomb on Saturday at their i March 15th, and promises to exceed 
home on Franklin street any of the past few years.
Miss Mable Megguire of Philadel- The artists are: Mr. Justin Lavvrie, 
phia is vis/ting at the home of Dr. and the Lewiston boy who made such a 
Mrs. Orcutt on Pleasant street. success at the last Festival, Mr.
Mrs. James McDonald of Limestone Fernando Guarneri, the Italian bari-
MONTICELLO PRODUCE CO.
Monticello Produce Co. was organiz­
ed Feb. 8 at Houlton. The corpora­
tion is located at Monticello.
Capital stock, $50,000; all common; 
nothing paid in; par value, $100; 
shares subscribed, 110. President, 
William J. Wiley, Monticello; clerk 
and treasurer, Raymond W. Buck, 
Monticello; directors, William J. 
Wiley, Arnaldo C. Stanley, Thomas L. 
Melvin, James B. Wood, Osceola L. 
Folsom, Glenn J. Porter, Burton R.has returned home after visiting her tone from the San Carlo Opera Corn-
daughter, Mrs. J. B. Callnan on Elm ! pany and last but by no means least j Leuentine, Arthur W. Hare and Burrel
street.
A son arrived at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. Olin Mooers on North street 
on Monday. Both mother and child
the great violinist Madelne Sokoloff F. Foster, all of Monticello.
who played here a short time ago for j Purposes, to buy and sell merchan- 
the Astle Music Co. This promises i dise an  ^ produce of every kind, etc. 
to be an evening of rare enjoyment j Approved Feb. 10.
and further particulars will be an- j -------------------
nounced at an early date.
many friends.
Miss Marlon Bussell of the Houl- 
.ton Furniture has been in Boston 
ivlsitins her sister Helen and other 
; friends.
Mrs. Roland E. Clark of Port- 
Jand, who has been visiting her 
‘parents for a couple of weeks, returns j 
ito her home today. !
Mrs. Smith of Powers Ave., who j
piece at one of the “Old Folks” 
dances will call at the TIMES office 
she may recover same.
Membership tickets of the Chamber
THE B. & A. 30 YEARS AGO
The Bangor Commercial in its 30 
years ago (1891) column says: 
Realization of our golden dreams 
of railway connections with Aroos­
took will soon take place and this will 
be a big boom for Bangor. The ser-
of Commerce admit to the banquet! vices of F- w - c ™m are *<> be securedas manager. The gentlemen whoThursday evening at 6.15. They may 
be obtained at the TIMES office of the 
secretary.
The many friends of Miss Alice 
Lewin of Benton will be interested
have formed this organization to give
TEMPLE THEATRE NOTES
Wonderful Aeronantie feats, such 
as nose spins, tail spins, etc., are 
shown in “The Sky Wayman,” a 
specular Aeronautic drama featuring 
the late Lieut. Omer Locklear, on 
Wednesday.
Pauline Frederick exhibits some 
wonderful gowns in “Slave of Vanity”
HOULTON WOMAN’S CLUB
One of the most enjoyable programs 
of the club year look place at Watson 
Hall, Monday afternoon. It was unde* 
the auspices of the Dramatic Com­
mittee, Mrs. Beatrice Rideout, chair­
man and was a program of readings 
in costume, and music.
Mrs. Winifred Arnold gave a most 
interesting paper on the drama, and 
dramatic literature, making mention 
of some of the noted dramatists and 
their productions.
The program of music and readings 
follows:
Piano Duet
Mrs. Chas. Davenport & Mrs. Fred
Bitber
Original Poems
“Dreams” and “May Morning” 
Mrs. Emily Porter
Heading “Mandalay”
Mrs. Eldn Clark
Violin Solo Mrs. Wilkins
Reading Selection from “Mary Cary” 
Mrs. Hugh McDonald
Reading
"Legend of the Organ Builder” 
Mrs. Beatrice Rideout 
Piano Solo Elizabeth Ebbett
Nearly all responded to encores, 
thus giving additional enjoyment to 
those present.
All voted it a delightful afternoon’s 
entertainment aqd well worth the 
small price of admission, which was 
charged to help defray club expenses.
W h ist  Pa rty
In the evening a Whist party was 
enjoyed by 32 tables, each table be­
ing invited by one of the hostesses 
and the tables netted $2.00 each in 
addition to the sales from flowers and 
candy, the total receipts were very 
satisfactory.
After playing had finished a very 
interesting musical program was carri­
ed out, consisting of solos by Mr. 
Chandler, Mrs. Brooks, Mrs. Hughes, 
Jas. Finn and a trio by Mrs. Fair­
banks, Mrs Hodgins and Mr. Chandler.
Refreshments were served and at 
the close congratulations were extend­
ed to Mrs. P. P. Burleigh, chairman 
and the committee for a most delight- 
fu evening.
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Aroostook a railroad are as follows: ! on Thursday.
IkM been ill for the past two weeks, j to learn of the anouncement of her 
fa gradually Improving, much to the j engagement to Rev. C. Saunders 
rtratlflcation of her many fiiends. | Young of Apohaqui. The wedding will 
Norman Shields o f the Houlton [ take place on Feb. 23.
Heat Supply, is receiving congratula­
tions on the arrival of a daughter at 
;tbe Aroostook hospital on Feb. 5.
The many friends of Miss Emma 
. Jewell, who has been at the Madigan 
hospital for an operation, will be glad 
rto know that she is gaining every 
• day.
McGary Bros, are making many im­
provements in the meat room at their 
store on Bangor street, among them 
being the installation of an up-to-date 
McCray refrigerator, which with the 
j new and well lighted meat room will | 
j make this department of their busi 
i ness very e cient.
J. P. Bass, Charles V. Lord, N. E. | 
Bragg, C. A. Gibson, C. C. Prescott, P. ! 
A. Strickland, N. C. Ayer, H. P. Oliver | 
F. H. Appleton, George Stetson, C. F. 
Bragg, E. L. Stewart, B. B. Thatcher, 
A. H. Thaxter, Samuel Sterns, H. H. 
Fogg, Bangor, A. A. Burleigh, A. H. 
Fogg of Houlton and W. I. Shaw of j 
New Limerick. !
Mias Lissie McGary left Tuesday for j The Burleigh Club of the Congrega- 
a trip to Boston; her position as book- j tional church is to serve a Tea in the 
keeper Is being filled by lkiss Phyllis church vestry on February 24th from
Wilson.
C. H. Pierce left Monday for Ban­
gor and Boston. At the latter place 
he will visit his son Leonard A. 
Pierce.
Mrs. Chas. P. Barnes went to
4 to 6 for the purpose of raising funds 
to help pay for repairs on the church 
building. Come and bring your 
friends. All sorts of good things will 
be on sale Thursday, next week.
MEN'S CLASS !
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Mr. A. E. Carter, second Selectman, j 
gave a very interesting talk to fifty j
members of the Men’s class at the I1
Congregational church on Sunday on ! 
Town affairs, which was very inter-1 
esting. |
He went into details of the expendi-! 
tures for the coming year and made a j 
number of very important suggestions j 
among which was the advantage of j 
making a start on the paving o f ! 
Market Square. . I
He was followed by Supt. Packard i
“ Man of the Desert’ featuring Will­
iam Russell on Friday, is a Western 
drama but one everybody can enjoy— 
different from the regular Western 
pictures.
The week of Feb. 21st we wish to j 
call your special attention to th e j 
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and I 
Friday pictures What are they? J 
Watch our program! [
W h e n  i n  n e e d  o f
loral Decorations
Set Pieces or Cut Flowers for any occasion, be 
sure and call on us to supply you. Our assort­
ment of Winter Blooms is now at its best
Conservatories 16 H igh Str.
Chadwick
The Live WireFlorist
Department, several of the members 
taking part in the discussions.
At the regular meeting of Houlton
Augusta Friday where she will spend j Grange held Sat., Feb. 12, there was a j o f  t h e  School Department and Miss
;• few days with her husband, Speaker | good attendance and the meeting was | Mulcaster of the Dome8tic science
Barnes of the House of Represents-1 addressed by State Master W. J. 
tires. j Thompson. On Monday Mr. Thomp-
Fred Bishop of this town, who was j son attended a Grange meeting at 
-operated upon last week at the Aroos- Amity and on Wenesday will speak 
-took hospital, Is gradually recovering i at the meeting of Aroostook and 
-which is good news to his many j Penobscot Union Pomona Grange at 
-friends. i Monticello. While in town Mr. fhom-
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Madigan and j pson will be the guest of Mr. an.; Mrs. 
two children left Friday evening for f H. B. Crawford on Military st
New York and Philadelphia where -------------------
thgy will visit her mother, Mrs. Jessie CHURCH NOTICE
Waterall. |n the latter city. j Christian Science Church, corner
The Hftotton Music Club will meet Military and High Sts.
u^t the home of Mrs. Harry Mishou on > Sunday morning service at 11 
< C m r t  ,triSn*uSdiy~<#*M n<rr Feb. j $ clock.
17th. Subject; German opera—wili- 
:1am Tell. Tattnhamer and Oberon.
Mrs. Fred O. Orcutt. who was 
•operated upon at the Madigan hospital 
although it was a very bad case of 
Appendicitis, Is Improving daily which 
Imr many friends will be glad to 
jknow.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Harvey enter- 
ttained a number of friends at a 
"Valentine dinner at their home on 
"Washburn street on Friday evening
Subject for Feb. 20th: Mind.
Sunday School at 12.15 p. m. 
Wednesday evening Testimonial 
meeting at 7.30.
MILK SUPPLY DEPOT
T lw e  has been quite a lot of talk 
recently in regard to a Milk Supply 
Depot in Houlton, brought about, it 
is said, by the present price of milk in 
Houlton of 20c per quart.
Regarding the price of this com- 
•In honor of Mrs. Roland E. Clark of | modity there seems to be quite a lot 
Portland. ■ of argument on both sides of the
Misa Vivian Voso. one of the most question, those who are supplying the 
-popular of the teachers at the Pleasant j different routes claiming that the sell- 
• street school, has been confined to the ' ing price of milk only returns to the 
thouse with Illness for the past two dairyman a fair profit for the work 
-weeks, having resumed her teaching | done, while those who read the state- 
Honday. | ment of Mr. Bailey in the TIMES of
CANDIDATE FOR
SECOND SELECTMAN
In announcing my candidacy for 
the o ce of Second Selectman, I wish 
to state that I am familiar with the 
work of the board, having been Road 
Commissioner for 8 years, two years 
by election and six years by appoint­
ment.
; I was a member of the Houlton 
j Fire Department for twelve years and 
the first horse that was used for haul­
ing fire apparatus was one that be-, 
longed to me and was had for its 
keeping during the winter season.
I I have been a large taxpayer in the 
town of Houlton for many years, and 
have been a farmer for many years, 
so that I am ramiliar with the duties 
i connected with the office which I seek : 
j and if elected, will carry on my part 
i of the town’s business the same as if 
it were my own.
1 WILLIAM R. YERXA
Coughs
Cough Syrups 
iCod Liver Extracts 
Pine and Tar
Compounds 
Cough Drops
| People don’t cough just for fun. 
j To most sufferers a cough is some­
thing to regret and something they 
i would do much to stop. It is only too 
true that even a very small cough can 
prove a danger growing to larger pro- 
, portions if neglected.
Prevention in many cases is practi-, 
cally possible through the simple pro­
cess of having a good cough remedy 
handy. Taking a few dose the first 
time the throat begins to get dry, 
tickling or hoarse. Afterwards, a 
goo cough remedy is necessary any- , 
way, and when it comes to the best 
of prevention or relief, we offer you : 
your choice of standardized kinds we 
carry Just now the great specialty is 
ous Ammonia Mixture at 25 and 50 
cents.
Munro’s W est End
Drug Store
Serv ice  That Serves
T he Linn T ractor
to be introduced in Aroostook Co.
Not a farm tractor, but without doubt the greatest heavy ftauting 
proposition on the market today.
A most wonderful machine for town work, especially the buikL 
ing and maintenance of Good Roads.
We guarantee to do the work of ten pair of horses for less than 
one half the expense. In other words we can save any town 
from $30.00 to $60.00 per day, and we are going to demonstrate 
and prove this fact without any expense to the town.
We are shipping $50,000.00 worth of Road Building equipment 
into Aroostook County. The first carload was shipped February 
10th.
This Tractor is a truck and tractor combined has tracklaying 
drive members. The front end equals the better class of five 
ton trucks, having rubber tires, springs, cab and regular truck 
control, four speeds ahead and one reverse.
A cut of this machine will appear in this paper at a later date.
Anyone interested write for catalog.
A  Clydesdale Stallion for Sale
The Linn Manufacturing Corp.
M o r r i s ,  N.  Y.
UQWItlllRlIlltllllllililllUlltlltlllUillilillllliltlHIlUlltUlHIllllllllllilUillMIHMHMIBBMHtOlUffHHMlttlK
An excellent opportunity to obtain 
a Class A Superior stallion (Govern- 
Oprdon Haley and Bernice Haley of [ last week will see that according to ment Inspection, 1921) is afforded in
the Aatle Music Co. accompanied by j his figures milk is being produced at 
Mlaa Magee of the Putnam Hardware j the Summit Farms at Davidson and 
Co. and Misa Margaret Estabrooke , gold at the station at 10c per quart, 
left Friday evening for a trip to New j which returns them a good profit as 
York City. i shown by figures of the receipts and
The many Houlton friends of Judge [ expenditures which are accurately 
A. G. Fanlason of Fort Kent will be 1 kept and the records seem to be very 
• sorry to hear of his death which ; satisfactory from their standpoint, 
•occurred last week a f t e r  being confln- j Those who are contemplating the 
Od to the house for a number of years, organization of the Milk Supply depot 
Word has been received here that j should consider before going too far, 
"Wm. Dobson of Unity, Maine, a form -! the position of the milk men in HouI- 
ot resident of Houlton. has suffered j ton, they all have large equipments
several shocks and is in an almost 
kelpless condition. He is with his 
-sister in Masachusetts who is caring 
for  him.
Mrs. Varney Stone, who formerly 
lived here but now living in Portland
with large sums of money invested 
for carrying on their work and are 
large taxpayers in this section, and if 
the consumers could get their milk 
for a price which would seem to them 
reasonable, it would seem the better
the offer for sale of Baron Squire 
(Imy) (12522) (15145). Being of good 
constitution, wonderful conformation, 
excellent quality and exhibiting proud­
ly action. it is but appropriate that 
this horse has a wealth of valuable 
ancestry in his make up. Baron 
Squire is out of Queen Margaret of 
Barcheskie (8695) (14716), by Baron's 
Pride (3067) (9122). Baron’s Pride 
and his sire. Sir Everard (3066) 
(5353) are stallions whose influence 
has been of paramount importance in 
Clydesdale development. Baron Squi­
re’s dam is by Macgregor (4486) (1487 
who was sired by Darn ley (4491 ) 
(2221. the corner stone of Clydesdale 
foundation. What more need b«*
said? Since his importation to this 
country. Baron Squire has been cred­
ited with 10 first premiums, 8 cham­
pionships and 3 grand championships 
over all draft breeds, at the following 
exhibitions and horse shows: Halifax 
Provincial Exhibition, St. John Pro­
vincial Exhibition, Maritime Horse 
Show, Amherst, N. S., Houlton Fair, 
Maine and the Provincial Exhibition, 
Woostock. N. B.
Baron Squire is not only a service­
able stallion and a prize winner; he is 
a worker. He can be worked double 
and is easily managed, possessing an 
admirable disposition. Those inter- 
este are advised to communicate 
with his owner. Mr. L. B. McElhinney, 
Woodstock. N. I). It No. 5 or It. T. 
Peabodv. Houlton, Me.
RED BOOTS
vrlth her daughter Mrs. Ralph Bryant, part of business to allow these who 
was unfortunate recently when she are now selling milk to continue to 
fell fracturing her hip. Her many i have the business of Houlton, although 
friends in Houlton and vicinity will * it does seem strange that the cost of
LOOK FOR THE 
YELLOW LABEL
sympathize with her.
The 30th N. E. O. P. anniversary 
will be observed at Woodman Hall on 
Friday evening, Feb. 25th. There will 
be a 6 o ’clock supper followed by the
milk in Houlton should be so much 
higher than in any other place in the 
east, for all over New England there 
are just as smart business men as 
there are in Houlton and they, as far
regular session and an entertainment | as we can learn, are selling their 
will be given for members and their product at a profit which at 16c it 
guests. Remember the place. Wood­
man Hall.
In reporting the sale last week 
o f the Mansur Block, It was stated 
that the building was constructed by 
the late Walter Mansur, but it is well 
known that he died In 1900. The
seems that they can make. Why then 
should the cost lie so excessive in 
Houlton?
If the milk men in Houlton could go 
a little farther with their organiza­
tion and arrange for a central delivery 
for the milk each day and then put on
Block was built and supervised by W. j two or three teams or what would be 
P. Mansur, wbo sold the building to j necessary for delivering, there would
the Houlton Trust Co.
Leroy Pierce, who for the past eight 
years has been one of the Bangor 
agents for the Metropolitan Life Insur­
ance Company, has been promoted to 
deputy superintendent with headquar­
ters at Houlton, from which place he 
will cover northern Aroostook. Mr. 
Pierce is receiving the congratulations 
of his friends on this promotion and 
their beat wishes also for success In 
the new field. Reml Plourde, who has 
been deputy superintendent In the 
Houlton office, has gone to the Bangor 
4»fflce of the Metropolitan, here he will 
Be stationed for the present.
be a great saving over the present 
method where every delivery team 
now has to go over the same route 
as the others, but by having a central 
ptace for delivering, with distribution 
from there it would seem as though 
the needs of the people of the town 
would be satisfactorily served and at 
the same time would prevent the 
competition of the proposed new com­
pany to do the business which is now 
so well provided for, but which has 
received a great deal of criticism on 
account of the price, and with this 
matter straightened out the subject of 
a new company should be dropped.
/ nOW that the Holiday trade is over, and inventory of stock completed, we 
have squared away for the year of 
1921 and find that our stock, while 
somewhat depleted, is still in good 
shape, with many lines re-marked to 
meet the demands of lower prices. 
Prospective gift buyers are invited to 
inspect our stock.
Also remember that our Repair De­
partment is qualified to do the most 
exacting job, and when promised.
J.; D. P erry
Jeweler and Optomitrist 
Market Sq., Houlton
Tuesday, Feb. 8,1921.
l/ppers eroded andone Aoot leaAinp, 
(antyo to town u n til <Saturday'
% xt time, J i t HOODS
THE uppers on most red boots crack very quickly when exposed to sun and air. While no hoot can 
stand undue exposure, the Hood Pressure Process 
produces a boot exceptionally free from this objection­
able feature. When you buy a red boot with a yellow 
label and the v/ord " HOOD" on it, you are getting 
the latest development —  an upper that will stand 
rough treatment combined with the newest tire-tread 
soles, which means long wear and good looks. 
■HOOD* *s your guarantee.
cAsk any dealer or write us.
H O O D  RUBBER PRODUCTS CO M PAN Y, INC.
W A T E R T O W N ' M A S S A C H U S E T T S
“ I never knew how good rubbers 
could be,” White Rock wearers tell 
us. That will be your experience, too, 
because not a single pair leaves the 
■41000 plant without full inspection.
Sturdy, gray, tire-tread 
soles joined to heavy 
black uppers by the 
Hood Process. Made 
all sizes for all 
kinds of hard 
service. They 
are leaders.WHITF ROCK OVER.
Did you ever see a 
pair o f -HOOO Red 
Swampers? They are 
great for snow shoeing, 
hunting, for any outdoor 
work or play. All rubber 
uppers, Lace snugly over 
heavy socks. A llow 
freedom in action 
and they feel fine.
They are dur­
able. Try them
RED SWAMPER
AMWVVVVVVVVVVWVVWVVVVVVVVVVVVVVWVSmVVWVVVWAN Amu,
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JUST TALKS—
ON COMMON THEMES
On “Eating in the Kitchen” 
(Arthur Q. Staples)
1 like it and always did like and 
always will like it; and I am sorry 
that I can’t always do it—it is the 
proper way to eat if you like it. I 
like to eat in a camp. I like to eat off 
the top of a rock. I like to eat on the 
grass and fight with toodlebugs. I 
like to have sand in my grub. I like 
to live close to the stove. I can’t 
always do it; because I can’t.
When people lived in caves and ate 
as they pleased they had sound teeth, 
no dentists, no Riggs disease and 
few stomach-aches as far as is record­
ed. There is no mention of dyspepsia 
in the Bible, <}r in Josephus, or in 
* Herodotus, or in Xenophon’s Anabasis 
or in Plutarch’s Lives. Why? They ! 
ate in the altogether.
Think of the fun of reaching over* 
to the top of the stove and dragging 
off the coffee-pot and pouring it out 
all steaming. Think of the satisfac- 
tion of opening the oven-door and ! 
drawing out a real baked potato. That; 
is epicureanism. There you can watch
j and guessing what sort of a division 
I of his appetite he was to make so as 
i to come out even.
i At this Van Buren dinner they had 
soup, fish, mutton, beef, ham all
‘ roasted in huge saddles or sides.
They had turkey, goose, chicken, 
pheasants. They had ice-cream and 
some other things, the Congressman 
did not know about enough to name, 
and they drank pale sherry and old 
Madeira, and toasted each other in 
champagne and wound up with spirits.
But nothing—not even the dinner, 
compensated for Gov. Fairfield’s dis­
appointment at not having the grub 
on the table at the send-off.
Some of these modern refinements 
ARE disappointing, are they not?
Who likes a course-dinner, nowadays?
Who eats at table-d’hote? Who would 
not barter a dinner in courses with 
all of the service, for a dinner in the 
woods or in that old kitchen? We j bureau at the main gate, where a sign
ation will come 
everything.”
“What about the deterioration of 
materials stored here and the plant 
in general?” he was asked. “Charles 
M. Schwab said every day of idleness
the long straggler coming down the al­
most deserted timbered roadway, “ I’d 
be half pushed through this window 
with the rush for this same car, and 
out there it would be black with men 
as far as you could see with a bright 
bit of ribbon or feather here and there 
to show that women were helping to 
win the war and to put Uncle Sam’s 
flag back on the seas. I’ve been 
watching it die by inches the last few would mean thousands of dollars’ loss 
months, but this”—here he made some 
sort of grinding noise with the con­
traptions in front of him—“this is the 
death rattle.”
It required no pull and scarcely any 
effort to get into the office of Presi­
dent Brush, of the American Interna­
tional Shipbuilding Corporation, which 
is the name of the company that built 
the 122 ships, beginning with the 
Quistconck and ending with the Aisne.
You entered the bare information
guards and the few remaining in the j is the Liberty Glo, named in honor of 
offices. We will all be out of here 
by February 4 and the government 
through the Emergency Fleet Corpor-
remain idle to an acceptance of the
ht  <kP!? *°f Gloucester’ N- J ’ who ! offer of $10,000,000 for the plant with 
subscribed to the Fourth Liberty Loan its equipment.
Work upon her will really be the last 
into possession of to
want good manners with it. We do 
not want a lot of people spearing the 
best things; but a quiet, simple repast 
where you can eat on a board table 
or under the trees along the side of a 
rippling brook, for instance, where 
you have to be politely lively to get 
your share—not too grasping; just 
th« aoup bubble in the pot and it is grasping enough! That’s the life! 
almost as much fun to see it bubble so, I would like to eat again in the 
as to eat it. You can smell the food! *0ld kitchen. I would like to sit there ; 
Actually smell the crisping perfume 0n the wood-box, as of old, curled up i 
of the beef and the odorous juices of j behind the stove funnel and hear the j 
the mutton. Is not that better than i kettle sing of a winter day, when the j 
to sit apart and have a person hand j sunlight fades ovqr distant hills and 
you a relic of the kitchen on a platter j sleighbells announce the arrival of 
head high and so presented that you j the man of the house and the house-; 
get half of it in your lap and half of j wjfe bustles in her dimity for the j 
it on the table cloth. Was there ever > evening meal. The cat is on the braid- 
a person made who could pass another j ed rug. The old tall clock shines as j 
person
told the world that the Hog Island 
branch of the post office had closed 
December 21, 1920; got your pass 
without formality, walked through 
long, deserted aisles in the administr­
ation building, opened the door with 
Mr. Brush’s name above it, and there 
you were. Mr. Brush was not there 
but T. E. Bragg, the secretary, told 
the story of the rise and fall of Hog 
Island.
“ I don’t thing I’m sentimental,” he 
said, with an air of sizing himself up 
impartially, “but I can’t help feeling 
sad when I look out of this window 
and see this desert of idleness which 
only a short time ago was probably 
the busiest and noisiest spot in the 
world. Less than a thousand are now 
on the pay roll and these include the
, sitting at a table, a platter o f , though smiling at us all with love and buncb finishing the Aisne. the laborers
Med smelts and not swim them all j charity, and so tick-tocks loudly ! The 
otGT the premises. But let the same j oven door opens on good things. The i 
person hand them to you In frying-pan j nfe is simple. The life is sweet. We j 
all bubbling and you can spear them bfetter begin to return to it and be the ! 
as easily as you could spear suckers j  happier for our simplicities.
when you were a boy. j --------------- —
I have been reading John Fairfield’s GREAT HOG ISLAND 
letters again. He goes this week to w n iv  m i  r  nCQFRT i
a dinner party at Martin Van Buren’s i NOW IDLfc D bdC K l |
when the Little Magician was Vice- j Millions of dollars’ worth of steel | 
President undef Andrew Jackson, j crumbling to uselessness through ox i-i 
Little Van as they called him, was an j dation. j
aristocratic democrat. They had them j a  hill of scrap lumber eighty feet j 
in those days and they were some j high and about two hundred feet ; 
feeders. John F&irfleld came from i long. !
Saco, Maine, and had never traveled A forest of masts and idle, stiff- i 
mnch farther than Augusta. Maine, iegge(i derricks along the river front, j 
until he went to Washington as a Rowa Gf great, empty buildings whose
engaged in cleaning up the yards, the
i through oxidation of steel and de- 
I terioration of machinery and ma­
terials.”
“This is true,” he replied. “ See that 
great mass of steel. Already it is pit­
ted and covered with rust scales where 
water lias lain in crevices and the 
weather has got in its fine work. You 
will note that the mill scale has drop­
ped off and that the rust scale of de­
struction has succeeded it. There are 
other heaps similar to this elsewhere. 
The heaps of flat steel are not af­
fected as badly because the rain and 
moisture does not get a chance to lie 
in angles and hollows, hut it too is be­
ginning to go. The government is 
sending to this yard for storage steel 
from plants all along the Atlantic 
coast, and like the steel already here, 
that is being exposed to the weather. 
Of course, the loss will be very great, 
but that is the government’s busi­
ness.
The equipment on the piers is 
painted and is not in such had shape, 
hut the derricks, the electric hoists 
and other expensive steel construction 
will suffer deterioration rapidly. It’s 
pretty tough to look out and see an 
efficient plant costing more than $63,- 
000,000 slide down to the standard 
of an idle junk yard.”
The real hero among Hog Island 
ships; if a ship can be called a hero,
be performed by the Hog Island 
plant for the government, and that ! 
will he done not here, but in a ship- \ 
yard in Rotterdam, Holland, where 
the staunch boat is being put together 
alter having been blown into two 
parts by a German mine.
The Liberty Glo was the thirty- 
sixth ship built at the yard. On 
December 5, 1919, while on its way 
from this country to Hamburg with 
a cargo of food for the starving Ger­
mans, it struck a wandering German 
mine off the coast of Holland. The 
explosion came in one of the forward 
compartments, causing the ship to 
break into two pieces and letting the 
cargo in compartment No. 2 into the 
sea.
The crew was saved and so was the 
remainder of the cargo, but the frag­
ments of the ship were permitted to 
sink. On Easter Sunday, following 
the accident, the sections were raised, 
and, to the astonishment of the Dutch 
experts, were found seaworthy. An 
engineer from Hog Island went over, 
made an examination and cabled back 
to the yard the list of numbers of the 
steel plates needed to bring the two 
parts together. These were fabricat­
ed, sent to the Rotterdam yard, where 
the remnants of the Liberty Glo were 
hauled and the work of repair has 
gone forward so satisfactorily that 
success is assured.
“The Liberty Glo is 80 per cent re­
paired,” said Mr. Bragg, “and we will 
turn it over to the government March ; 
first.” i
Disposition is up to the government j 
and it thus far has preferred to let it j
Secretary Thomas H. Bragg referred 
to in this article is a well known Baa- 
gor boy, son of Wm. A. Bragg.
A  W a rn in g— to feel tired before ex­
ertion is not laziness- it’s a sign thaL 
the system lacks vitality, and needs 
the tonic effect of Hood’s Sarsaparilla. 
Sufferers should not delay. Get rid 
of that tired feeling by. beginning to 
take Hood's Sarsaparilla today.
clean, healthy hair ]
Shampoo regularly with Wild- 
root Liquid Shampoo Soap.
Cleanses perfectly, yet does 
not make hair ana scalp harsh 
and dry as most 6oap does.
Made by the makers o f  W ild- 
root Hair Tonic.
Sold and Guaranteed ft*
O. F. FRENCH A SON
The Busy Drug Store
Gongreeamsua—one of the proud dele­
gation of Eight that Maine then had. 
Ha went to Van Buren’s dinner with 
trepidation. Before he went he mend­
ed hie trousers and got into his best 
coat and he says that the thing that 
impressed him was that when he went 
into the great dining-room of Van 
Bnren’s, and saw the great table for 
the distinguished guests, cabinet offi­
cers and others, “there was not a 
particle of food in sight.”
Think of that! This Maine man 
was used to seeing everything “ set” 
and waiting the word to fall in and
windows stared blankly upon the 
desolate scene.
A vast and dreary silence where 
once the racking rattle of rivet guns 
and the screaming of whistles shat­
tered the air.
This was Hog Island yesterday, the 
first day of almost complete idleness 
following the successful test, recent­
ly, of the mammoth yard’s last ship, 
the Aisne. Within ten days the 
last handful of office workers will 
have put away the last files of what 
Lord Northcliffe called “ the industrial 
wonder of the World War” in the i
eat. But not a thing to eat. And as ! flrepr0of building of records, and Hog
lie' put* It, “Every mouthful of food 
waa passed by the servants on dishes 
for the guqsts to help themselves from 
ae passed.” You see it was this way! 
Over In Saco they ate in the kitchen— 
the old, dear old kitchen with the 
yellow-painted floor and the open 
windows In summer and the stove 
heating it up so that a feller could 
take off his coat and eat in his shirt­
sleeve*. Mother was ashamed if she 
had to get up during the meal for a 
•Ingle thing—apologizing every time 
for leaving the table! A disgrace for 
an old-fashioned housewife to forget 
a thing! Dinner was gauged in its 
success by the fixity of the wife. And 
here at Van Buren’s, nothing on; 
everything brought and nobody offer- 
ed any method of sizing up the menu
Island will be but a memory. At its 
peak, 36,000 workers were employed 
in the plant. Yesterday half a dozen 
clerks boarded one of the late after­
noon trolley cars leaving the island.
“Two years ago this time,” said the 
red-faced montorman, as he waited for
F A I R Y F O O T
A Real Bunion Cure-
GUARANTEED to give 
instant re lie f and posi­
tively core the moot ■ tub born 
bunion. Pain and inflammation 
disappear like magic. Gvt a box of 
FAIftYPOOT today, and if y^ u do 
not say thi* is the moat nuirvploua 
bunion remedy you ever used, ra> 
[turn and set your money back.
0, F, F R E N C H  A  S O N  
Cor. Court A  M a in  S tr s
INSURE YOUR
FUTURE WELFARE
One of the best ways to insure for 
any emergency or opportunity is tb 
haye an account with the Houlton 
Trust Company, and deposit a certain 
amount each week. Then you can 
look forward with confidence and 
satisfaction.
4% Interest Paid on Savings Ac­
counts.
4%  Interest Paid n Savings Accounts
L T Q N . M A '1
Savings Dept. Bond Dept.
HOW DID YOU CHOOSE YOUR BANK ?
There are very real reasons why 
we can give you Unusually Good 
Service. .We invite Correspondence 
or a Conference
F>r#t N ation al Bank
of Houlton* Maine
Member Federal 
Reserve System
Maine’s opportunity 
is close at hand—
electric
MERICAN industry will soon be under 
full headway again, wrheels will be turn­
ing and manufacturers will be looking 
for factory cites where they can get 
developed water power in the form of 
energy.
In Maine, they will find water power developed 
end ready.
The people of Maine have seen their advan­
tage, they have developed water powers, they 
by keeping some of their in- 
at home.
have financed it 
vestment nionev
Central M aine P ow er
Augusta, M aine
' ' i i iM i i i i i i i M i i i i i i i M im i i i i i i i i m i i i i i i i i t i i M i i M i i i i i m i i i i i i i i i i i iM i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i iM i M i i m i i i i i M i i i i i i i j .
Coupon 1
I Centra) Maim; Power Company. 1
1 Augusta, Maine. f
I Please send me, without obligation. §
| information about Central Maine Pow- 1 
| er Company 7% Preferred Stock. |
| N am e........................................................  1
1 Address  ....................................  |
| H T 2-9-21 ................................... j
n n ii m< m mi mnti kii in mmm 1111111 ii i mi m 11 mi i mi xmm m hiiiiii ii in i imm i in M ml it i im i7.
If you wish to share with more than 5,000 
other residents of Maine in the ownership and 
in the earnings of Maine power, why not invest, 
as they have, in Central Maine Power Company 
7 preferred stock?
If you are interested in a home investment 
which not only pays a fair dividend but which 
also helps to build up your home state and which 
makes for lower taxes and higher prosperity why 
not send in the coupon?
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HISTORY OF IR E HOULTON
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
• -------------------------- “
B rief and Comprehensive Resume of Events Since lg63
Prepared by Charles P. Barnes for the Fiftieth 
Anniversary Observed June 30, 1913
ganized. Its charter roll numbered j the possession of the members of the
thirteen: Rev. Royal C. Spaulding, j church.
Mrs. Jerusha Spaulding, Elisha Pray, | pledges of aid had been obtained in 
Samuel Laskey. Mrs. Catherine Brad-1 Bangor, Portland and other places, 
bury, Mrs. Hanning, Mrs. Ann Niles, The shingles were contributed by
Miss Niles, John N. Foster, Daniel 
Bray, Francis Barnes, Elizabeth Hard­
ing, Mrs. Jemima Kinney.
friends in the Niles neighborhood and 
vicinity. As work neared completion 
the pressure for means followed hard
Francis Barnes was chosen deacon ! after us. We had enough to go on
In 1842 the Rev. Henry Kendall, an 
agent of the Maine Missionary Board, 
who died in China in this State Au­
gust 15, 1864, discovered in Houlton a 
little foundling, wh.’ch at the age of 
twenty-one years, 1863, became the 
First Baptist Church of Houlton, 
whose fiftieth anniversary we this day 
celebrate.
When the committee having in 
charge the Jubilee Celebration of the 
First Baptist Church in Houlton de­
cided on June 29 as the day to begin 
the memorial exercise, they were prob­
ably not aware that on June 29, 71 
years ago. the first duly accredited 
representative of the Baptist denom­
ination started on his long journey to 
the Aroostook region. But this is the
Bangor to Houlton, in a single sleigh, 
in snow and forest, forest and snow, 
—interminable, it seems: and the 
strange wild music of the winter wind 
in the tree-tops, and the sharp crack­
ling of frosty limbs added to the 
dreary ride of days—how many I do 
not know. Then there was a contin­
ued dread of meeting another team as 
mother with my baby-brother in her 
arms and I usually had to get out into 
the narrow road, while the men held 
up the sleigh as the horse plunged 
through the deep snow. My little 
brother, sixteen months old, must be 
carefully covered from the intense 
cold, as he lay in mother’s arms, and 
carefully watched lest h 3 be smother­
ed.”
fact, the Rev. Mr. Kendall leaving 
home for Houlton the first time on 
June 29, 1842.
At the far distant date of the first 
visit of Missionary Kendall, Houlton 
wap a tiny settlement on the disputed 
border land between the territories of 
this Republic and of his Grace the 
King. The flag floated daily from its 
towering staff on the parade ground 
‘ at the Garrison, and the morning and 
•evening were marked by the salute of 
the gun of the Military Post. While 
<down at ‘The Creek” a mill, a black­
smith shop, a tavern and a few scat­
tered buildings comprised the nucleus 
e f  our present flourishing village. On 
-one side of "The Creek” was a meet­
ing house, and half way between The 
Creek settlement and the Garrison 
another meeting house, the former oc­
cupied by the Unitarian society and 
the latter by the society then called 
the "Othodox."
On Mr. Kendall’s visit, as he says. 
J*Thc Othodox minister being gone 1 
preached two services in their house. 
After that the Unitarians gave us their 
house in all readiness and I preached 
in their house six Sabbaths. I found 
hut one Baptist brother and a few sis­
ters in the village. I also heard there 
were Baptist members scattered in the 
new settlements around the village, 
and my first work was to hunt them 
up. But painful to tell, some of them 
had been living like the world around 
them." And this last phrase, "Some 
-of them had been living like the world 
around them.” inclines your historian 
to give credence to the varicity of the 
tale. For the trait mentioned had per­
sisted through these seventy-one 
years.
This first missionary spent at that 
aeason eight Sabbaths in Houlton and 
the region round about.
In 1843 the Baptist Missionary Con­
vention made its first appointment of 
a  settled missionary, by sending the 
Rev. Royal Crafts Spaulding to stay 
in the field. In the winter season of 
1844 Rev. Mr. Spaulding brought his 
-family to Houlton, over the long road 
op through Penobscot County to Pat- 
*ten, and thence across to Houlton vil­
lage.
That we may now perceive our cour­
age of these dauntless hearts. I can do 
no better than quote from a letter 
written by his daughter. Mrs. Ann 
Judson Bradbury.
"The most vivid impression of the 
long hard Journey, in Winter, from
The rigors of the northern winter 
had no terrors for Royal Crafts 
Spaulding and Jerusha. his wife, the 
latter of whom, a slight built, rather 
undersized, vigorous little woman, 
whose face, furrowed with wrinkles of 
age and care but whose eves until the 
day of her death sparkled with the un­
dimmed energy of youth. 1 and other 
citizens of Houlton of my age and up­
wards distinctly remember.
The garrison marched away th rough 
the village to the Southland for the 
campaign against Mexico, and the bit­
terest years of the history of Aroos­
took county followed the removal of 
this ready market for our surplus 
products, and a period of destitution 
set in. Through those years, with faith 
unfaltering and courage that never 
waned, these noble souls labored un­
ceasingly, in season and out of season, 
laying the foundations of the earliest 
Baptist churches in Aroostook county. 
Their vision was a long look into the 
future: their faith the absolute un­
wavering trust in Him who they be­
lieved had commissioned them: their 
charge to do the simple duty of each 
day; their reward, the consciousness 
of a well-spent life: their monument, 
the prosperous Baptist organizations 
ot eastern Maine.
At the time of Mr. Spaulding's com 
ing there was no organized Baptist 
church in Houlton, but such a body 
had been established in our neighbor­
ing town of Hodgdnn. for “The Cal­
vinist Baptist Church of Hodgdon 
and Number 10” was organized on 
January 15, 1835, at a meeting of those 
friendly to such a movement, in the 
“ Yellow Schoolhouse,” so-called, the 
first schoolhouse erected in Hodgdon, 
on the County Road, about three and 
a half miles from Houlton village.
The next nearest was in Patten, just 
across the Penobscot County line, and 
there were twelve citizens of Houlton 
who were by profession, of the Baptist 
faith. A newcomer to the town, a 
man from the city of Portland, in the 
summer of 1862, introduced himself to 
the Rev. Mr. Spaulding: and to tin- 
good missionary and his wife it seem­
ed that the child discovered by the 
Missionary Kendall and nutured by 
their loving ministration had reached 
his maturity and should step forth, to 
be acknowledged as a factor and force 
in the town and county. So on March 
25, 1863, at Mr. Spaulding’s house, 
which some of us remember on Main 
street in the village, the council met
and clerk. May 1st three more joined 
the church, and additions from time 
to time increased tne membership 
slowly but surely. The spirit of pro­
phecy found voice in Mrs. Spaulding 
who in 1865 writes: “Our little church 
is gradually increasing. We have con­
ference once in four week here in 
our house and prayer meeting every 
Friday in the Congregational vestry 
and a female prayer meeting Wednes­
day afternoons. We have not com­
menced the work of building our meet­
ing house yet hut hope to be able to 
make q beginning next spring."
In a pamphlet that renders per­
manent the story of the missionary 
labors of the Rev. Mr. Spaulding and 
his devoted wife, Mr. Barnes, the first 
deacon of the church, tells us the 
story of the building of the meeting 
| house, as follows:
"As soon as the church organization 
became a fact in Houlton the need of 
a house of worship was most apparent 
and Mr. and Mrs. Spaulding set about 
devising the adequate method to meet 
that need.
They took council together, hut 
chose to say nothing in public about 
it. After much deliberation and prayer 
they formed their plans and went j 
down to the meetings of the Penobscot ; 
Association, in September. 1862, to 
make a beginning in the way of 
soliciting funds.
After the meeting they went to Ban­
gor and visited Mr. Giddings for a 
few days. While there Mrs. Spaulding 
opened up to him the subject which 
lay so close to their hearts, and plead 
for help. He heard the story with at­
tention, thought carefully upon it, con­
sulted with a few of the hretheren 
who had a personal knowledge of the 
situation and as a result, before they 
left Bangor, the sum of $450 was paid 
hv the four men, Arad Thompson, J. 
C. White, Chapin Humphrey, and 
Moses Giddings toward the building 
of the church.
As soon as they reached home they 
came to see me, and with delight, yet 
the most serious purpose, told the 
story of their success. "Now we can 
have a meeting house. Now wo must 
get about the work just as soon as ( 
possible."
1 was surprised at what they had ac­
complished. hut the more so at the un­
folding of their absolute, unquestion­
ing faith in tin* speedy accomplish­
ment of what they longed for. the 
hour had come, the instruments had 
been raised up. and there was money 
enoufch to begin with. In tin1 month 
of February following (1864) tlie lot 
of land was bought for $25u and the 
balance deposited in Bangor. Despite
with, but nothing in advance.
The women bought the furniture for 
the pulpit. The pulpit Bible was a 
gift from a sister of Mrs. Spaulding; 
the communion set was given by her 
Bangor friends. The hell was the gift 
of Mr. Churchill of New York.
The last payment on the church 
debt was on Oct. 13, 1869. With a pul­
pit prepared, who should occupy it, 
was a question not lost sight of. Mr. 
Spaulding had said. "It. is not my 
place.” His was the work of the fore­
run m u *  and his prayer was day by day,
! "Send us a man of Thine own choos- 
‘ ing. Lord.”
Rev. Charles G. Porter had been the 
; beloved pastor of the Second Baptist 
Church, Bangor, for more than twenty 
: years when his health began to fail 
and it seemed that his days of actual 
labor were over. He resigned his 
charge and it was very uncertain 
whether he would take up the work 
again. The Penobscot Association 
| met in 1866 in Old Town where 
Brother Porter was present and entor- 
i ed into the discussions, and learned 
i of the prospects in Houlton. The next 
day F met him in the store of B. F. 
Bradbury in Bangor, and, grasping my 
, hand with earnestness, he said,
' "Barnes, when you get that Meeting 
House ready. I am coming up to 
: preach the dedication sermon for 
you."
With the hour came the man. to re­
new his health in a measure, and to 
do great and lasting work in his 
Master’s vineyard."
The meeting house was dedicated 
.January 21. 1S67. Mr. Porter stayed 
five years doing missionary service 
and laying the foundations for a 
strong and prosperous church. Rev. 
C. M. Hering. and Rev. B. F. Shaw had 
short pastorates. Itev. Isaiah Record 
was with us seven years and built 
the parsonage on Leonard street for 
the church. He died in Houlton. 
March 14, 1883. Mr. Newell T. Dutton 
worked with us ten years. He finish­
ed our parsonage, enlarged our vestry 
had general oversight of the building 
of Wording Hall, and prepared things 
for the building of the meeting house 
which was accomplished by Itev. ( ’has. 
Ph Owen. His pastorate lasted seven 
years, when he was called from us to 
be financial secretary of Colby Col­
lege. Rev. John A. Cord was here 
eight years. Rev. Franklin W. Irving 
two years. Rev. Howard G. Kennedy. 
The present pastor is Rev. Henry C. 
Speed.
The deacons of  the church have 
been:  PTancis Barnes,  KM win Brad- 
street.  .Moses Kinney.  Hiram Smith.  
Arthur N. Thomas .  George  Cottle.
Llewllyn M. Felch, Lyman B. Merritt.
The present board of deacons is: 
Alex dimming, S. D. Hamilton, T. C.
‘ S. Berry, Charles E. Dunn, Kendall 
j Jackins, John E. Hamilton, 
i Superintendents of the Sunday 
! School have been: Francis Barnes, It. 
G. Rollins, Frank H. Lunt, William 
Estabrook, A. S. Knowlton, Dr. C. E. 
Williams, Arthur M. Thomas, Lyman 
B. Merritt, L. M. Felch, Anna Barnes, 
Herman B. Betts, Leonard B. Berry,
, Charles E. Atherton.
Our church has entertained the 
Maine Baptist Convention twice, in 
1884 and again in 1898.
Her roll of membership has num­
bered Houlton citizens by the hun­
dreds.
i Her members have gone to be a | 
light and a help to cities and towns I 
in all parts of the United States and j 
throughout the Dominion of Canada.
Her constitutent members have all 
passed over the border in the fifty ! 
years since they established her.
Her influence has been gracious and 
wholly benign. Her members have j 
1 been among the foremost in the ad- 
vanement of the best interests of the 1 
town and county. 1
How many thousands have been up-' 
j lifted by the teachings alike of heri 
pulpit, and her pew, as “Conquering; 
and to conquer moves the King in his ! 
might.” !
ouues graues may be of 'service to 
you.
Do you think that potato men 
would be interested in having a ser­
vice of inspection established where­
by a certifi<^te showing condition of 
their stock at time of shipment would 
be given? Let us have your opinion.
Cordially yours,
C. M. WHITE,
Agent in Marketing. U. S. D. A.
CHURCH SERVICES
Free Baptist
Rev. F. Clark Hartley, Pastor 
Morning service at 19.30 A  M. 
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
Young People’s meeting 6.69 P. M. 
Evening service at 7.00 P. M. 
Special music by choir.
Choir practice Monday nights. 
Tuesday night church prayer and 
: raise Service.
Church  of the Good Shepherd
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector 
Sunday Services 
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
Also on the first Sunday in the 
month at 10.30
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30 
Evening Prayer and Sermon at 7 
Sunday School at noen
CAREFUL GRADING REDUCES 
TROUBLE AT THE OUTSET
Augusta, Maine
Apparently the country is flooded 
with potatoes (430.000,000 bushels in 
round numbers by United States 
Government Report). Some of these 
potatoes will be absorbed through the 
regular channels of trade and some 
will not. The question is how to 
handle the crop for the greatest 
possible returns. With a short crop 
it is possible to obtain fair returns 
without paying much attention to 
grading, hut now the sum and sub­
stance of the situation is this: Good 
stock properly graded and loaded ar­
rives at the market in good condition, 
while poor stock never reaches the 
market in good condition no matter 
how loaded.
The trade as a whole has come to. 
recognize the potato grades a s ! 
established by the United States 
Bureau of Markets. Care in putting 
up stock, fully meeting these standards 
will eliminate many complaints of off- 
grade and consequent cancellations. 
Tim enclosed circular of United
the earnest faith o f  the 
his wi f e the prospect,  
persons,  for immediate  
the enterpri se  was not \ • 
Tie* church was small 
weak in a money  point
mod man and 
to ordinary 
success  in 
ry promising,  
in numbers,  
of view, and
had no large body of sympathizers in 
the community .
A whole year  went by without fur- 
ter oppor tuni ty  for progress,  their 
only encouragement  rested in their 
unwavering  conf idence of  ultimate su c ­
cess.  In March.  1865. a small brow of  
cho i ce  lumber,  at No. 11. was bought 
with the balance of  the money  at 
hand. The door to further a d v a n c e ­
ment did not open.  It did not seem 
expedient  to seek further aid until the 
word had com e  to go  forward at Houl ­
ton. Brothei - Spaulding and his wife 
were  narrowed up to prayer and wai t ­
ing for month after  month.  * *
I:i the winter  of  1865-6 an e f f e c t u a l  
door  for advancement was opened and 
to the inexpressible  satisfaction of 
those watchmen  on the walls we all 
felt that the word had c o m e  " G o  f o r ­
ward ! "
When  the design of the house had 
been settled upon the est imated cost 
o f  the structure exceeded the value ot
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
T e le p h o n e — S tu d io ,  292-M  Res., 345-M
MISS MARRY BURPEE
S O P R A N O
Teacher of S in g in g  
Studio 27 M an su r Block 
■-(ours— 2 p. m. to  6 p. m. e x c e p t  W e d n e s ­
d a y s  a n d  S a tu r d a y s .  F o re n o o n s  a n d  
e v e n in g s  by a p p o i n t m e n t
HOULTON FURNITURE CO.
B U Z Z E L L ’S
L IC E N S E D  E M B A L M E R  A N D  
F U N E R A L  D IR E C T O R  
Phone 161-W— Day or N ight
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
O F F IC E  A T  R E S ID E N C E  
129 M a in  St. Houlton, Me.
SQUEEZED 
TO DEATH
When the body begins to stiffen 
and movement becomes painful it 
is usually an indication that the 
kidneys are out of order. Keep 
these organs healthy by taking
G O L D M E D A L
The world’s standard remedy for kidney, 
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles. 
Famous since- 1696. Take regularly and 
keep in good health. In three sizes, all 
druggists. Guaranteed as repicsented.
Look for the Damn Cold M edal on ev e ry  box
.'n l o ' :c ?t  no imitation
F irst Baptist
Court St.
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastor- 
10.30 morning worship with sermon. 
! 12.00 Bible School with classes for
; nen and women.
j 6:00 Senior C. E. Service
7:00 Song Service followed by ser­
mon.
Church prayer meeting, Tuesday 
! evening at 7:36.
Choir rehearsal Friday evening at 
7:30.
' All Seats free.
F irst Congregationa l Church
Rev. A. M. Thompson, pastor. 
Morning Worship at 10.30.
Sunday School at 12 o’clock with 
classes for men and women.
Young People’s Meeting at 6 p. m. 
Evenning service at 7 o ’clock. 
.Prayermeeting Tuesday evenings at 
7.30.
The Ladies’ Guild meets Monday even­
ings weekly.
The Ladies’ Circle meets Wednesday 
afternoons weekly.
The Ladies’ Missionary Society meets 
the second Wednnesday of each 
month.
M ethodist Epvscopai
Corner School and Military Streets. 
Uev. Thomas Whiteside Pastor.t
10.30 a. m Public Worship with sermon
12.00 m. Sunday School with Organ­
ized and Graded Classes for all.
2.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting and 
Preparatory Members Class.
■5.15 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting 
under the auspices of the Epworth 
League.
7.00 p. m. Praise and Preaching service 
with vested chorus choir
General prayer meeting at 7.30 every 
Tuesday evening.
F IR S T  C H U R C H  O F  H O U L T O N  
U nitarian
Military Street at Kelleran 
Preaching Service regularly every 
alternate Sunday at 10:30 a. m.
Sept. 19, Oct. 3, 17 and 31st.
Sunday School every Sunday at 12:06 
D w igh t F. Mowery, M in iste r 
(14 Court Street Tel. 186-W
DR. F. 0 . ORCUTT
D E N T IS T  
Fogg  B lock
DR. W. B. ROBEN
O S T E O P A T H IC  P H Y S IC IA N  
Suite  13 & 14 M an su r B lock 
Tel. 156 Houlton, M aine
XEDI
REDROSE
T F J V  i s  &><><*i e a
— the same good quality has 
been maintained, without vari­
ation for 25  years.
You can always depend on 
Red Rose quality.
E at food  that 
w ill work for you
Grape=Nuts
is not only £ood to taste 
but contains those nourish­
ing elem en ts which make 
for h ea lth  and energy.
. C hildren and grown-ups 
thrive on this ready-cooked 
blend of wheat ana malted 
barley.
There's a  Season.' for G r a p e f e s
SOLD B Y  GROCERS
E V E R Y W H E R E !
Made ty
Postum Cereal Company, Inc.
Battle Creek, M ick. j
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as well as GENTLEMEN may secure 
the use of a
Safe Deposit  Box
to care for their Valuable Papers, as 
well as a room to open their Boxes in> 
where they mayJopen them as often 
as necessary.
Call at the Bank and let us SHOW 
YOU
H oulton Trust C o.
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SURROUNDING TOWNS
Subscribers should’ bear in 
mind that all subscriptions are 
payable in advance ar\d the pa­
per will be discontinued at ex­
piration. Notice o f such expira­
tion will be sent out the First of 
each month .
last Wednesday at the home of the 
bride's mother Mrs. Wm. Rush on the 
West Road.
Porter, the eight year old son o f .
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Archibald, who U. B. church every evening excepting 
has had pneumonia, is better at this j Saturday for 3 or 4 weeks. These ser- 
writing. His aunt Miss Ethel Archi-< vices wil be conducted by thejmstor
quested to bring either sandwiches or 
cake for the Harvest Supper
Verna Adams celebrated her 13th 
birthday on Thursday, Peb. 10, by 
having as guests Class No. 3 of the 
Baptist S. S. The afternoon was 
pleasantly spent playing games, after 
which refreshments of sandwiches, 
coffee, cake and ice cream were serv­
ed. Miss Verna received many nice 
and useful presents
Special services will be held in the
bald of Houlton is caring for him.
Grange M eeting
There was a large attendance at the 
regular meeting of the Grange on 
Saturday evening. A class of ,en 
were instructed in the first and 
second degrees. Worthy Master P. E.
in
LETTER B
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Webb of Lud- ^  ^  ______, ______
low were visiting relatives here one 11 ^ 7  gave~ an interesting talk 
day last week. . _ . .  I opposition to the bill now before the
Mrs. May Cogswell of Fort Fairfl I Legislature to abate tax on railroads, 
was the week-end guest of her sist r | Qrange by unanimous vote adopt- 
~ ed the following resolutions:
Whereas, There is now a bill before
Mrs. John Snell.
Mrs. James Murchie of Houlton
MW T86J. Carh |the State Legislature at Augusta to her parents Mr. ana Mrs. i .  i of the
penter.
Twenty-two members of the Ladies 
Sewing Club were entertained at the 
home of Mrs. George Carpenter 
Thursday afternoon.
BRIDGEWATER
Earnest Lamar has been very
abate the tax of the Railroads of the 
State for a period of two years. 
Therefore, be it resolved by Monti- 
on | cello Grange, that we are unalterably 
opposed to the passage of this Bill 
and the placing of this extra burden 
upon the taxpayers of the State.
And be it further resolved that we 
request our Representative from thisill
W's>m^**BSki»teln went Saturday I class and our Senator from
n lg in S  Fort Fairfield. S T V '.u ?  nni® PMrs. P. G. Everett is ill. Her daugh-1 defeat this Bill.
ter Mrs. Forest Bradstreet is staying 
with her. 4 LUDLOW
Dr. Bundy of Mik> has been in town I Rev. jj. H. Cosman will preach at 
for a few ^toys. He expects to o e  j the Church on Sunday afternoon at 2 
here March 1st to make a permanent
location. o’clock.Mrs. William Clark and Mrs. Lyman
Mr. *??a„Mr8* Wm- P*et™°oIIa fl° Webb visited Mrs. Robert Powell of Tracey Mills were recent guests at|Maw T {TV1Q1.,oV WoiInosHav
H. G. Stackpole’s.
New Limerick Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Thompson at-
Rev. H. D. Warden, until an Evange­
list is found who can help with the 
work. A special collection will be 
taken every Wednesday evening to 
defray the expenses for fuel, lights, 
and janitor’s services. Everybody 
welcome to all these services.
A farewell party was given on Fri­
day evening in honor of Mrs. Mark 
Gray at the home of her parents Mr. 
and Mrs. J. A. Wolverton. There was 
a good attendance but some were 
kept home by the severe storm. After 
several selections had been sung. Miss 
Hazel Wiley read a beautiful poem en­
titled “My Three Homes.” Deacon F. 
H. Griffith spoke words of appreciation 
in behalf of the U. B. church of which 
Mrs. Gray is a worthy member. Mrs. 
O. V. Jenkins expressed the regrets of 
the Grange in losing one who was 
always willing to do her part to make 
the order a success and in behalf of 
the friends, as a slight token of their 
this ! love and esteem, presented Mrs. Gray 
to with a very nice leather hand satchel. 
The present was unexpected but Mrs. 
Gray quickly expressed her pleasure 
; and thanks in a pleasing manner. The 
remainder of the evening was spent 
in a social way. Refreshments of 
sandwiches, coffee and cake were 
served at the close of the evening. A 
host of friends unite in wishing Mrs. 
Gray a pleasant journey and success 
and happiness in her new home.
Miss Isabel James
x In the passing away of Miss Isabel
at Patten"Academy his jusMiemTpo^t8 at the home of her si8ter Mrs-
ed and it includes the following: Wettle Spain of New Limerick, on 
Hiram Crommett, Mary Lonegan, Feb. 10th in the 81st year of her age,
Helen McGraw Olive Violette, Carl the town looses one of its oldest and
K lntanSS ?: Ertifh CGrnui,ntEhaEdwTia ' the communi-
Hackett, Vera Finch, Eula Roberts, ty’ a va*ue{l friend and neighbor.
Kenneth Woodbury, Dean Binning- The Free Baptist church of which 
ham, Clare Cunningham, Doris Cunn- she has long been a faithful member 
ingham, I* red McManus, Arthur Mvles t. . ’
Derwood Glidden, Mae Grant, Eliza- h Utfered an ,rrel)arable loss.
beth Hamden, Thelma Hatt, Alfred Aunt Bel1 as she was called b.v her Mr. and Mrs. James Campbel' 
J?a"V i:almer; larRe circ,e of intimate friends, was her church choir feelingly sang
ami (he oldest of seven chidren born to “When I get to the end of the way”
Daniel W. and Lydia Drew James, who and “We hever say good bye in
Basket Ball , were among the pioneer settlers of Heaven.”
Wednesday in the Town Hall, the ' ^  8,,ent ^  t The floral offerings were many and
Patten Academy girls met their defeat ; witl ’ t o .min,, *• , , beautiful, silent tokens of the esteem
by the hand of the Ricker Classical v e a r s ° X 1 °mL a , tPn 1!! wh,cb sbe was held and fitting ern- 
Institute girls from Houlton. The ! ^ova Scotia she Hv ° f the life of pUrity and
game was rather one sided but never-j loL  snan of 8() ve-i^ b, ho ■ , w e trag™nce now transformed to Eter-
theless interesting. The final score i S i t y  of her deVth VhT^fi* m VG1°Z  • • ,  ,was 32-4 For the visitors Folsom • >n<] ! IC,nuy (icatn. She often Today the journey is endedTa .7 * roi me visitors 1 olsoni and , spoke with pride of being a Yankee She has worked nut tho mandat* ofJewell starred while for the home as some of the family ,vere anKee bne has worked out the nidn(,ate of
team Captain Crommett. Proctor and while living in Nova Scotia.
T-Tmvp The line up: j she was* let and
The funeral was conducted Sunday 
afternoon at the Spain home, Rev. H. 
H. Cosman of Ludlow offered prayer. 
The Rev. Clarke Hartley of the 
Military Baptist church in Houlton 
spoke fitting words of comfort to the 
sorrowing friends as well as higher 
praise to the faithful Christian char­
acter of the departed sister. liking it 
to the stock of ripened wheat garner­
ed in by the Master Reaper.
of
Tinie Scribner, 
Phebe Ash.
horn
»« ~ ------  _ M I iYI I . i l U 1V1 1 a . . SU» I I I U H I P O U U t -
G«o. Styles 1» tended the funeral of Mrs. Billings
ton whore he Is lumbering) suffer! S|at Ludlow Station, Sunday
Howe featured.
Patten
Porter R F 2 
Proctor L F 2 
Howe C 
Downing R G 
Crommett L G 
Cunningham Sub 
Butterfield Sul)
Referee—Nevers. 
periods.
Before the girls game the Academy 
hoys lined up against a local team 
from Patten known as the White 
Beavers. This was a most interest­
ing game and resulted in an 18-16 
victory for the Beavers. Beverley, 
Nevers and Cunningham starred for 
the Beavers, while Twitchell, Mc­
Caffrey and Cunningham for the Pat­
ten Academv team.
fate
alone undefended 
unassuming, She knocks at the uttermost gate
Folsom ' ?n.any of her admirable qualities were Behind is life and its longing
Adams It F 2 ' I*™'™ ?a,y„!l° pr!!i!e(,ge Lts tria,s- its trobules, its, it was to associate with her daily sorrowBeyond is the infinite morning
r r  1 Having never married Miss James Of~a day~without'a'Tomorrow* 
xm l i son  H G | j]Vef| Sjnce the death of her parents A R H
Hedman L G | with her sister ”  a . a. u.
from • broken arm. Rev. H. H. Cosman was called to
Q. R. LUtejr of Sherman, the new New Limerlck Sunday to attend the 
Station Agent, bad bis son with h J funeraj Miss Isabel James.
hotel over Sunday. . Mrs. Lyman Webb, Mrs. A. E.
M»._Howard ,a  8  M r  I Thompson. Mrs. Clyde Thomas and
' Mrs. William Bagley attended the
“ Sunshine” club at Mrs. George Car­
penter’s of Hammond, Thursday.
A number of friends of Mrs. Everett
PATTEN
Mr. Abbott was a business visitor 
in town Tuesday.
Mrs. .Tom Drew is at the Eastern 
Maine General Hospital in Bangor.
Mr. Spratt of Island Falls was a 
recent business visitor in Patten.
NEW LIMERICK
recent business visitor in Pattern 
Mrs. Elizabeth Brown recently en-
tho past week at John Nelson’s.
Slipp It ill in a hospital at Portland.
EAST HODGDON
The ladies will meet with Mrs.
Hattie Egears Wednesay, Feb. 23.- -  * — -  m | oTctime "»<> »i
H M ^ ^ en ry  Cw idy of Hodgdon was I 'X V m l T rs4 Grail S° C ! several ofhia friends I"his home dm
,0>eP 3 S S - -  I 'ngM“ n. Who has been seUons,Mr. John Grant was the guest ol *JJS i illness Miss^Emmeline ,n wjth pneumonla, l8 now on the
hi* daughter Mrs. Florence Dickinson I ^ ^ '2 ,'', ^ aT w  wh 3 P 3, t , „i to recovery.
Sunday,*at Union Corner. 8l8ter' Mr8- J- W - Whi,e in Lud j Thursday and Friday the Misses
Mrs. Herbert Crane was the guest 1Qw. rorlotnn P_,intv ‘ Anderson and Hedman of Houlton
of her daughter Mrs. Trueman Stairs L . Sbe. wJ ! , ? orn. n i were the guests of Grace Crommett.
fa Houlton the past week. JJ; B- in a”d was then?a7 w t% h i week the ^irls basket bal1
Mrs. Clarence Libbey of Houltqu ^ba8 ria” dit? 0^ptrh yftrp^ ! team went to Island Falls and defeat
was the gmst of her mother Mra. | “ ov e^  wUh Vomestea.l' e<l the l8land Pa,ls flve 164 The
Samuel Smith spent Sunday 
his family.
Lester Eaton spent the week-end at 
his home here.
H. I. McLeod was in town Sunday 
to attend the funeral of Miss Isabel 
James.
, Mr. Herbert Pipes, who is ill, is 
Mr. Leon Howe of Houlton was a , some })etter at this writing.__ a i_— ...'rtB/iM l« Dofln n _ _ _
, . , ......... ................ Mrs. Nettie Spain
Adair hut) where she has been tenderly cared 
! for by the family consisting of one 
Time 2 15 minute j niece Mrs. Hartlow McLeod and two 
nephews Fred, an operator on the B. 
& A., and Leo, the Watkins man, who 
will miss Aunt Bell whose interest in 
their childish joys was unfailing and 
as they grew to man and womanhood 
still found in her a keen sharer in 
all their hopes and ambition in life.
Seldom does one find a sister so 
unselfish and faithful in their minis­
try as was Mrs. Spain all these years 
i in sharing with her her home and car- 
! ing for her through sickness. Another 
| sister Mrs. Annie Bradbury of Wesley 
! Hills, Mass., lovingly ministered to 
her in her last sickness of six weeks 
| of suffering, horn with Christian 
| fortitude. All was done that willing 
i hands and loving hearts could do 
i until she fell asleep, 
i Besides the two sister before spok- 
1 en of she leaves the fragrant memory 
| of a life well spent to one brother 
i Herbert James of Island Falls, Mrs
with
W  hir0thLvFrThe tertained the Emery Club at her home. i«  - i — -  rtuuuuHj, * —  evening in honor of her birthday The Mrs> prank Price, who has been
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Bates of Houlton 8P nihX T iunch° was sick with scarlet fever- is much bet'w e n  he guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert amusements. A delicious lunch *as were iu® v,* * served. Everyone had a pleasant;
^  ipend more
*JoseDh I hours with Mr. and Mrs. Grant.
Miss Em m eline T ay lo r  
After a short illness iss E eline
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Lovely spent j John Bradbury of Pierce Ave, Houlton 
Saturday and Sunday with Mrs. H. A. : several nephews and nieces and a 
Lovely. large circle of friends
Mrs. II. A. Lovely is confined to the I — ■— —  ■ ■■ ... ■— — — ,
house suffering from an attack of 
neuritis.
Percy Hoar. Laurie Lougeo and 
Rena Astle students at R. C. I., spent 
Sunday with their parents.
Mrs. Annie Small of Houlton was in 
town over Sunday, to attend the 
funeral of Miss Isabel James.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. James of Island 
Falls were called here Saturday hv 
the death of Mr. James’ sister. Miss \
Isabel James.
Harold Hatfield, who is working at 
Smyrna, spent a few days with his
Week of Eeb. 14,1921
T e m p le  T h e a tr e
WEDNESDAY
L IE U T .  O R M E R  L O C K L E A R  in
“The S k y w a y m a n ”
A spectacular aeronautic drama, fea­
turing the late Lieutenant Ormer Lock-
Bdward Handeraon part of teat week» }“  ^  fteen vears ago when she team was accompanied by a number I parents ' Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hatfield i j ear the youn* aviator who lost his ,ife
Rev. and Mm. Preaeey and Mr. and l ^ n t  to live wfth ^Tr^sister "  o f royal rootGrs froni Patten-. , . . last week. j in the pursuit of his profession. Aeronau-
Mra. George Benn of Hodgdon were 
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Orin Taylor 
laat Wednesday.
The people of this place are very 
sorry to hear of the illness of Mrs. 
Thomas Whiteside of Houlton, and 
hope she will soon be well again.
UNNEUS
Mrs. Willie Campbell is stopping in 
Houlton for a time.
Mrs. Ed Tosier visited last week in 
Houlton with relatives and friends.
WUla Glidden spent several days 
last week the guest of W. A. Adams 
and family in Houlton.
Mr. Lewis Philbrick of Haynesville 
visited here with relatives several 
days last week.
Mrs. Geo. Deacon, teacher of the 
Comer School, was the week-end 
guest of relatives in Houlton.
Miss Thelma Adams of R. C. I. is 
teaching this week at Cary Mills 
school- with Miss Violet Campbell.
Mr. James Dawson of Ludlow has 
moved with his family in the rent of 
Geo. W. Stewart on the Bangor Road.
Many friends of Mr. Dean Blther 
will be interested to know of his being 
stationed with bis army at Camp 
Travis, Texas.
Miss Kathleen Getchell entertained 
a number of her little friends on 
Saturday afternoon in honor of her 
8th birthday. Games were played, 
after which ice cream and cake, candy 
and popcorn were served.
Mrs. P. Gardiner gave a party at her 
hoine on Monday evening in honor of 
Mr. Lester Adams and family who 
will leave the last of the week for 
their new home in Hartland, N. B.
Rev. H. H. Fosman will hold service
in the pursuit of his profession. Aeronau­
tic feats, such as nose dives, tail spins
morning and at the Tannery school are features of interests. News.
of royal rooters from atte .
_  , . . . • r  Mr. Leon Crommett and his father
,r w a l aaiwara wfifing to S v "  he? ! " e,r® receatr "  ‘ S m T ^ t h ?  1 ‘ “l«.Jo‘“ ne*t'’ siind^  I <*"■> *  *>» from the airrvloea In nth era Patten. Mr. Crommett commas ill m()n,illK 11IH| at
Bealdea aeveraf neices and nephews Crommett House near Chimney Pond. ,,Besides several neices ana nepnews j  h Steele was also a visitor.
she leaves to mourn her loss, one j Migg Baker of the commercial do- • ....-----------------  ----------------
°1 it!111 0VVI Partment in Patten Academy is I t i j p  T D I T T  C T A D V  A Cthree brothers Whitfield and Shepard , h v(,rv hl|v makj prepara- |  T R U t  S T O R Y  OF
of Spokane. Washington, and Stephen ; {’ ona (<)|, th(1 ])|ay ,hat her stllderlts * “ *- 8 81 v  88 u  8 8
of Ludlow.
Funeral services, which were held 
at her late home, were conducted by 
Rev. H. H. Cosman. Interment was 
made in Evergreen cemetery.
are to give next Friday in the Town 
Hall.
On Tuesday evening, February 15, 
the Bonney Literary Society will meet 
in the Academy. A very interesting 
t i t t i  ivprkM program is scheduled and will consist
LITTLETON of a piano solo, reading, debate, song
Joseph Cullens of Florenceville. N. and a speech by Mr. Howe on Mt
B. is the guest of his sou William Ka5ab(lin- ,, .vu„ . ilv 1>tCullens Professor Hills of the University ot
Mrs. J. A. Stone was the week-end Maine was a recent visitor to the
homl fn  M o^ aV ”  H" " t0n- retUl ninK ui??l d??a“ m" nV'°Ww‘le here'he was
W R Reese of Mars Hill was the the ^uest ot Mr. Verne Beverley, head
guest of his daughter Velma Noble a ”   - - '■ ,m.^ s s s s
few days last week.
A S P I R I N
Delphia, 18 months old child of Mr. 
and Mrs. Jared Robinson, who has 
been very ill, is much better.
Mrs. Edward Cheney and Mrs. Hale 7 
Tapley of Mars Hill recently visited 
their sister, Mrs. G. M. Noble.
Many from this place are planning 
to attend Pomona Grange at Monti- 
cello on Wednesday, Feb. 16th.
Violet, little daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Arthur Elliott, who has been 
quite ill with a severe cold, is better.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Gillen of Mars 
Hill were recent guests of Mr. and 
Mrs. Hudson Hutchinson and Mr. and 
Mrs. Arthur Brown.
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Alton 
Titcomb of Houlton rejoice with them 
over the arrival of a baby hoy at 
their home on Saturday, Feb. 12th.
Mrs. Mark Gray and two children 
accompanied by Miss Helen Gray of 
) Presque Isle, left Monday en route for
HODGDON
There was a baptism at the U. B. 
church Sunday morning. _____________ ___________
Mr. Grant of Canterbury, N. B. is California where they will reside, 
the guest Of his daughter, Mrs. Wilbur | The next meeting of the Grange 
Howard. , will be held Saturday evening. March
Mr. Ellery Howard returned from jgth. There will he work in the 3rd 
the Madigan hospital Tuesday much anf] 4th degrees. Members are re- 
improved In health. -
A Men’s Club has been organized 
and will meet each Sunday p. m. a t : 
the Methodist church.
Mr. William Finch, Supt. of Schools 
has opened a night school, free of 
charge, for young men, at Hodgdon ,
Mills.
Mr. Wilbur Howard was operated : 
upon at the Madigan hospital last 
Saturday for appendicitis and is com­
fortable at this writing. ; ------------  ----- ------  —...
Lloyd, son of Mr. and Mrs. Percy NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE 
Perrigo, had an operation performed • herehv eiven that
upon his left eye at Houlton, Sunday. , * , , e 18 nereD> g ,en tn 1upvu uieiciv uj Havelock Finnemore of Perham in
V Z  t T  days 1 the County of Aroostook, anil Stato
lnTh« Sf Mr Charles ■ of Malne' bv his Mortsaite Deed ilnt'ul
The *ua®ra' . 1 ppaiHpncP • August 8th, 1919, and recorded in Vol.
Green » a"  h8ld a‘  b^ ,  a ne : ^ ‘de" “  .'il4 Page 154 Southern Districton Wednesday afternoon in charge o f , Apnnqtnnl. nf n(>p,i« (,,,m.PV
the Masonic Lodge, and was largely | Aroost£o1 „  ’ 7  D ..e(r 8 ., n ( .>
attended by relatives and friends. ed. to RusselII R. Ryder ol t ar,hou in_________ 0 ! said County, deceased, intestate, the
LAXATIVE
W AFERS
A Mild, Yet Potent
? fixative, Acte Mticii 
the same as Expen- 
f >■<> Mineral Waters 
f li'uilfi be on hund in 
Every home.
WATKINS COLD & 
GRIP TABLETS
hrvn hrrr found to V: ■ rt 11: 4i 1 j 1 * * means of p”
\ o'..ii'; colds and c < • i
Ask the Wi!thins Retailer
Leo T. Spain, Houlton, Maine
Asjiirin is a useful chemical Ix1- 
ing prescribed constantly by skill­
ed physicians for treatment of 
rheumatic affections, neuralgia', 
colds and certain types of fever.
Aspirin U. D. Co. Tablets are 
made by the United Drug Com­
pany, Boston whose agents are the 
Rexall Stores everywhere. The 
chemical used is always of the 
very highest grade and the tablets 
may. therefore, be depended upon 
with confidence to yield the maxi­
mum of beneficial results that may 
he expected from the use of Aspir­
in.
Fraudulently made Aspirin ’Tab­
lets were put on the market by a 
Brooklyn concern. This has been 
exploited by one concern for the 
purpose of discrediting all tablets 
of Aspirin made by others. The 
public should know that we. as 
reputable druggists, have never 
handled any hut Aspirin of the 
highest grade.
The Aspirin patent expired in 
1917. and any one can now make 
Aspirin and sell it under that 
name.
Our customers may depend up­
on it that Aspirin lT. I), ( ’o. sold 
at Rexall Stores only is every­
thing that tho most careful, most, 
discriminating and skillful physi­
cian could demand.
In Packages of 12’s 24’s and 100’s
0AKF1ELD DRUG COMPANY
Oakfield, Maine
THURSDAY
P A U L IN E  F R E D E R IC K  in
“Slave of V an it y”
This heavy drama affords entertain­
ment for adults. Followers of Pauline 
Frederick will enjoy her work and the 
attractive costumes she wears. BRIDE 
13. Burton Holmes Travelogue.
Rlfeumatism'
Left Him As If 
By Magic I
, Had Suffered 
| Over 5 0  Years!
Now 83 Year a,
Y et a Big 
Surprise 
| To Fricndt
| Regains 
I Strength 
Goes Out 
Fishing 
Back to 
Business 
Laughs at 
“ URIC 
ACID”
How the 
“ Inner 
Mysteries”
Reveals Startling 
Facts Overlooked 
By Doctors and 
Scientists For Centuries
*‘ I am eighty-three years old and I doctored
for r!ie:iiii;.t.!m ever einee I came out o f  the 
r.rn;y, nvi r fifty years ago," writes J. B. Ashelman. 
“ Like lit. ity others, I spent money freely tor 
eo-cuhed ’ tnres’ and I have read about ‘Uric Acid’ 
mini 1 could almost taste it. I could not sleep 
nights or walk without pain; my hands were so 
sore and stiff I could not hold a pen. But now, 
as if by ma_:c, I am again in active business and 
can walk with ease or write all day with comfort. 
Friends are surprised at the change."
W I L L I A M
FR ID AY
R U S S E L L  in
“The M an W ho  Dared”
After seeing this picture you will feel 
like congratulating William Fox a n d  
William Russell too. It is a big. virile 
drama of  the west, full of thrills, big dra­
matic thrills, which strikes a cord that 
few pictures do. A big human story that 
will give you something to carry away.
Magazine
SATU RDAY
BUCK JONES in
“Fire Brand T re v ison”
.bines in another daring Western play. 
See Buck and his horse slide down a cliff. 
If you want to see two men in a real fight 
and a picture with only one thrill
HOW IT HAPPENED,
Mr. AshekiKiU is only one of thousands who «■>*- 
ft red for years, mv ng to the general belief in the 
old, false theory that “ Uric Acid" cauges rheums- 
titan. This erroneous belief induced him ani 
legions of unfortunate men and women to tak-» 
wrong treatments, im i in.ght just as well attempt 
to put out a fire with oil as try to get rid ofvour 
iheumatism, neuritis and like complaints by taking 
treatments supposed to dtive Uric Acid out of 
your blood and tiody. Many physiciansand scient­
ists now know that Uric A d d  never did, never can 
and never will cause rheumatism; that It is a nat­
ural and necessary constituent o f the blood; that it 
is found in every new born babe; and that without 
it we could not live !
These statements may seem strange to some folks, 
who all along have been led to believe in the old 
“ t ric Acid" humbug. It took Mr. Askelman fifty 
years to tind out this truth. Lie learned how to get rid 
ot the true cause of his rheumatism, other disorders, 
and recover his strength from "The Inner Mys­
teries," a remarkable book now being distributed 
free by an authority who devoted over twenty years 
to the scientific Btudy of this particular trouble.
NOTE: If any reader of this paper wishes the 
book that reveH,s these facts regarding the true 
cause and cure of rheumatism, facts that were over­
looked by doctors and scientists for centuries past, 
nee simply send a poet card or letter to H. P. Clear- 
full w?leri No. 631-C Street, Hallowed, Maine, and it 
will be sent by return mail without any cha“ Firt* Hrund Trevison".  but it lastr. a .  m u t t  . . _  in ue Bent, oy return an itnout any c rge
ti\e i et Is. M U TT and JE F F  and Two whatever. Cut out this notice lest you forget! If
Reel C om edy. not a sufferer yourself hand this good news to some
afflicted friend
ECZEMAS
Monev back without question 
if HUNT’S Salve folio in the 
treatment of ITCH, BCZBMA, 
RINGWORM, TETTER or 
other itching akin disc awes.
Try a 75 cent box at our rick.
f,. A. Barker <’o., »>akfiel< M;i i m*
Waiting Means Losnig
Real Economy Says
“ If You Need a New Im ple­
ment This Y ear, Buy It”
The floral offerings were numerous 
and beautiful. Mr. Green was a high­
ly respected citizen and although liv­
ing to the advanced age of 84 years 
he never seemed to grow old. He will 
be greatly missed at his home by his 
family and all those who found it such 
a pleasure to meet him or to enjoy his 
company.
MOfmCELLO
The Southern Aroostook and Penob­
scot Pomona Grange will meet here 
Wednesday of this week.
B. E. Ramsey, Orrin Good and Nor­
man McLeod are attending court at 
Caribou this week, serving on the 
Jury.
The three children of Mr. and Mrs. 
Fred Mills have been ill the past 
week. It 1s feared the youngest has 
pneumonia.
Mr. Burton Lenentine and Miss 
Thelma Rush were united In marriage
iv ITCH»
9_  M  fly  • h a a tb e iito a riia k .
L  A. Barksr A Co., Oakfield, Maine
Money Seek wltbevt seeetien 
If HUNTS laift Mile la the eflTCH. BCZSMA, ------TETTER of•flier ftehtoff akin disease#. 
Try a
following described real estate situate 
in Perham in said County and State, 
to wit; lot numbered L rty-five (45) 
according to the survey and plan of 
said Perham made by Albert A. 
Burleigh, Surveyor, being the same 
premises conveyed to Havelock Fin­
nemore by the warranty deed of 
Russell R. Ryder dated August 8th, 
1919. Excepting and reserving how­
ever, from the above described pre­
mises a certain parcel of land 99 feet 
in width beginning at a point on the 
east line of said lot at Station 1798 10 
and running to the north line of said 
lot at Station 1805 21 as conveyed by 
Fred B. Dickinson and Lizzie E. 
Dickinson to Bangor & Aroostook Rail­
road Company August 10, 1909, by 
deed recorded in said Registry in Vol. 
240, Page 378.
And, whereas, the said Russell R. 
Ryder is since deceased, intestate, 
and Eva D. Ryder is the duly and 
qualified administratrix of the estate 
of the said Russell R. Ryder. •
That the condition in said mortgage 
is broken by reason whereof the said 
Eva D. Ryder claims a foreclosure of 
said mortgage.
Dated at Caribou, Maine, January 
29, 1921.
EVA D. RYDER, Administratrix 
By her attorney,
35 John B. Roberts
Suppose that the use of a 
certain new implement next 
season would save yon $l(io.
How much will you lose by 
not buying that implement 
this spring?
You will lose One Hundred 
Dollars.
How much will the imple­
ment really cost you if you 
wait until next year to buy 
it?
It will really cost you the 
market price then plus the 
one hundred dollars lost by 
not hav ing the Implement in 
use in the com ing season.
Waiting to buy such an 
implement would be just as 
poor economy as waiting until 
next year to put out a crop,
ill the hope of getting lower- 
priced seed.
Good implements an* the 
best friends that a farmer 
can have. They are proiit- 
m a k e r s— not protit-takers. 
Year in and year out, good 
implements enable you to 
make the best of conditions 
as they come.
We have a stock of good 
implements here for your in­
spection. If you need any of 
them for use this year, you 
will lose good, hard money 
by waiting until next year to 
buy. In many cases yon will 
lose more than one hundred 
dollars.
Can you afford to wait?
Figure it out for yourself 
—and then come and see us.
More About Apples
It was a fall in apples that depopulated the 
Garden of Eden. A rise in nursery stock threat­
ens to depopulate the apple orchards of Amer­
ica. But there’s money to be made in fruit, says 
Benjamin Wallace Douglass, in
Hie COUNTRY 
GENTLEMAN
He knows, because with his big Indiana orchard 
he’s making money every year. He is now con­
tributing a most helpful series of articles, How 
to Grow Apples , a series that it will pay 
every grower to read.
One of the articles is in next 
week’s issue. So is E. V. Wil­
cox’s new apple marketing 
story — Thousand  -  League 
Boots. I wish all you fruit 
farmers could read this issue; it 
would help you to realize what 
a big lot of helpfulness you get 
for less than 2c. a week in a 
year’s subscription to the great 
National weekly at $1.00.
There isn’t a farm interest that 
T h e  C o u n t r y  G e n t l e m a n  
doesn’t touch. And on every 
subject it offers that sensible, 
concretel y helpful guidance that 
you’ve always hoped some farm 
weekly would be able to give 
you. You’ll like it. And if you 
send me your check or a dollar 
bill today, I’ll see that your 
enjoyment begins next week.
A .  M . S t a c k p o l e ,  J r .
Bridgewater, Maine
Take it from me, it’s a bargain]. 
A. C. TOZIER
60 Pierce Ave. HOULTON, M A INE
Phone 527-1
An authorised subscription representative o f 
The Contry Geatlcaaa The Ladies’ Hone Jemal Tht Saturday Eveahif Fat 
52 brats—I1.0S 12 imsm-U-H  St issass-|2.S«
